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GIVEN FIVE YEARS
Verdict in Loving Case Ren-
dered Last Afternoon
"V721.-a CONVICTED CiP VOL- -
UNTARY MANSLAUGHTER
In Reaching Verdict Jury Decided
Accused Not Guilty of Mardis
as Iadicted.
A NEW TRIAL WILL
BE ASKED FOR TODAY.
The attorneys for M 11 Loving are
now drawing up their papers attd rea-
sons that they will this morning pre-
sent to Judge W. Mb Reed, of the
circuit conyt, asking for a new trial
for the accused, who was yesterday
Sentenced to five years in the peni-
tentiary on the-charge of killing fier-
bert A. Rose last August at the office
of the Kentucky Mill and Lumber
company in the Fraternity building.
It is expected that the court will pass
on the Milt /OP for the second hearing
right away, and if it is overruled, the
attornee' willcarre the rnatter to the
court of appeals at Frankfort,
The Verdict Returned.
/The jury returned its verdict yes-
terday afternoon et 3:30 o'clock in
the circuit court. Vilna they came
into the courtroom Judge Reed had
left the courthouse and the jurors
had to await his intern, La the mean-
time Jailer LellaglItea. *sea Metered
over to his office whom Mr. Loving
was matillietight the utak. to the
courtroom the law respiring a de-
fendast‘ to be is the Woes wawa an
opini.m of the jury is roulette:I. It
took only a moment' 'or two for thejudge to return and the defendant
to be brought is. Judge Reed then
asked the jury if they had agreed
open a verdict and they annoenced
they had. He had the sheriff to pass
the document over to Deputy Clerk
William Kidd who, amid silence,
which was the stillness of a grave-
yard, read out the react, which
stated:
"Wit, the jury, find the Sejendant
goiky of voientary manslaughter, and
fix his penalty at five years in the
penitentiary."
Dererty Clerk Kidd then poked thejury, caiiing each by his name, and
as one name would be called Judge
Reed would ask that respective juror
if this was his opinion, and they an-
swered rYes". The accused evi-
denced no agitation hearing the ver-
dko, but sat composed, surrounded
by his counsel. Immediately upon
compietion of polling the jury, lodge
Reed announced court would adjourn
Eno the day. There were only about
twenty-five people in the room when
the verdict was handed he
Ranching Declaim
After the jury bad returned its
o.00rdict it was learned that after qte
speeches Wedeesday eight end they
were given the case they inmeediattiO
went to bed in The Palmer. and did
not attempt to arrive at a tordkt that
night. Yesterday Imo/Ming about 9
o'clock they look their first ballet,
ahich showed that three 'were of the
pinion that Loving bad not c
Mitt'. ;ear crime but acted in
defense while nine were of the opin-
ion that he Ind committed, a Millie.
Thist'opeigt being estaSlisited the
juror* then took a ballot to decide
wirer natdre the crime was. On
lotting fat moiler they unanimously
decibel, that he bad not murdered
anybody. Then taking up voluntary
snoideughter nine voted that he was
gnat, while tbree voted that he was
not *Why. The questierh ofWhat
irnittle term should be imposed was
then- -tairea upo and !three ',tea to
ertitaohina altogether, while tip bal-
ance ranged in term up to is logb as
twenty-(ine- years. Only 'Iwo were for
that •leogtjt,of time in prison, t while
smut. ,weie-for'ilinn OWE,. IlOdin for
five, iindr sdritel-Air ten. Finally after
arguing over the testimony and in-
structions of the «net, all the jurors
at last - agree& that lire years', shot*/
be the penalty isfficted, and ,accord"
inglo eetiftned their verdict. •
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bet his services were not employt.1,
he voluntarily coming here to .p
the occulted. on account of . the ..fe
long friendship that has existed be-
tween them.
?he Jury's Pentenal.
The juty fixed the peinalty is com-
posed of the foilowing parties:
J. W. Bean, S. B. Pryor, H. C. D.
Howard, J .E. Carter, D. W. Whitis,
G. Nicholson, T. F. -Herritm, C._ W.
T.Ititicattn.G. V. Walker. H. C. 'Hart-
Icy. J. H. Corneal, Jr., and J. W.
Hill. 24r. Sean is the father of En-
gineer 'Robert Bean, oi the Illinois
Central railroad. and Iftes on Nardi
'Thirteenth street; S. B. Pryor forms
erly concbucted tie wagonyard oppo-
site the gas company's plait 'non
North Third street, and also engaged
in the boardinghouse business; H. C.
D. Howard is an ex-justice of the
peace of the county, and lives in the
Clark's river section; D. W. Mikis
works in the woodworking depart-
ment of the Iftinob Central railroad,
see street; G.
titer of this city,
the latter living
and lives on Ten
Nicholson is a car
as it T. F. Herri
on Clements streeti n Mechanicsburg;
G. W. Walker is farmer of the
Gralianwille sectio of the county;
'H. C. Hartley is als ex-justice of the
peace and lives out about Grahlim-
ville; J. H'.. Carneal, Jr., is a fanner
of the Grahanwilie section; J. W.
Hall, is the life insurance man of this
city, who was foriperty a motorman
upon the street cat*.
•
ONLY QUARRELED
GRAND DUKE BORIS DID NOT
ATTEMPT TO KILL THE
CZAR
Nicholas Had Beau Angered to
Speak Plainly aid Boris Resented
Wield He Said.0
St. Petersburg, Dec. t 2.—(rta EY-
dtkubriers, Dec. 14)—From an eye
witness is obtained an authentic ac-
coast of the incidents which recent-
ly gave rise to the report that the
evils had been wounded io a perscssiff
encounter with Grand Duke Boris.
On lliussebry, November 30, says
our infers:neat, the czar ordered that
from his private purse an asylans be
built fen=or. "a of the victims
of • ," when many
peaceful leadsmen were shot down
by as Weeps in S. Petersburg.
Grand Dike Vladimir, who was in
chief command of the troops, regard
ad this as a personal slur upon him.
The same day Vladinsir's sea, Grand
Duke Boris, reproached tbd czar for
haviug sacrificed family interests for
own political interest, adding,
"The grand dukes are now ruined."
The czar replied that the misman-
agement and malfeasance of the
grand duke', together with the no-
toriously ecandsktus lives which they
led, had brought about the present
troubles, while Grand Duke Vladi-
Ws order, to the troops on Janu-
ary 2.2 last to shoot down the work-
ingmen twit* Fattlier Gapoo's leader
strip beti/pt•ecipiettled and was the
actnd titan of the revolution
Grated Duke Boris retired angrily,
calling the czar t backbonalese creat
urr. Thereupon Grand Doke Mich-
ael, the culls brother, =as pres
OSt Kitsch 111114 '!*w,s,in a
furious rage, &re* his *word. but
Grand Duke Nicriolee, who has suc-
ceeded Grand Puke Vladimir at the
head of the St. Petersburgilerriion..
Mopped the 'idle,. The shifter end-
ed by Grand ,Duke Boris being or-
dered out of l'ussia.
•
SHOT IN FACE
V.--
Steve Allen Atcidentally Shot by His
Brotheel Robert Allen.
HEARST'S
NEW YORK COURT OF +-
PEALS SAYS ELECTION
MUST STAND 1
Mr. Sovc Allen is confined at his
home severWerrilee from this city,
on the cemetery road, as the result
of getting actidentally stint in the
Lags 'Wednesday be his brother, Mr.
-Robert Allen.
At that time the Allen brothers.
and Mr. Jed* B. most, of is
city. were Out heating quail. While
in a cotefieldTst-covey of quail arose
and one flew directly tovra* Steve
Alien, but Itti code" pot tie: seen
among the eorstalks by his brother,
whet Studied
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Cozrts Weet's by Mandamus Or
Opening of Ballot Boxes and
Recotiot of Ballee‘.-.
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 14—The c
of appeals, in decision handed d
yesterday in the New York city
lot box owe, medians the co
of counsel for Mayor George R.
Clellan, and denies that of attornittes
for William Randolph Hearst
his colleagues on the municipal
ershop league ticket The court
as waa argtsod by f
Judge Parker and his onsocia
the courts have no power und
election law to order by ma flips
the opening of the balot box and
a recount and re-canvass of • lots.
The case relates directly t the
vote for mayor, controller an
ident of the board of alder
in the Second election.:
Sixth assembly otistriet of ric
county at the election of
7 lase, but is of the u impoet-
ance in, Me. Hearet's cont for the
mayoralty of New York ci an is
fundamental in its effect
electoral system of the s
the present election Taw.
The decision was render a
divided court, 3 to 2,. the rajity
comprising Chief Judge Ct1Tcni nod
Judges Gray, O'Brien. ielit nil
Werner. Judges Barthel'
dissenting.
The gist of the maktj is
that the courts are " power
or authority to order a rreount of
the ballot* east in ti. election dis-
trict." and that therjdcnie the candi-
dates defeated on te face of the re-
tools are 'left to êt,ch 'action of the
law, or otherwise
priate wherein t
the ballot, conn ed without 'ques•
tido."
The Assentinii judges hold , that
the purpose of tthe legislature ill the
election law in correranding theopre•
soreatios for eiz months of thi bal-
lots it* other documents relating to
an electiop vies manifest/7 for the
purpose of having them availalkino
a recount. If this is not to be-Ohe-
mitted under the present they
say, "a new election law cannel. betoo soon drafted and enacted."
Hearses coin, announced that
appeal willi be made to the legis-lature during; the first week of its
meeong in January to pass a bill pro
voting specifiotatly for recount of allballots cast iii the recent election%
Ott 0.•
MORNING, DECEMBER 15 1905.
GINTER
HEAR ALL THINGS
JUDGE REED LAID - LAW
DOWN TO GRA1
YESTERDAY.
RUSSIA'S STRIKE
THE EFFO S OF THE 00V-
ERNME T TO CRUSH IT
VES SLOW.• I
Conditions in
Not Cheeri
ernrn
te
yard attracted the at-
tart from his house, he
into the back premises to
e trouble was. Through
tkere appeared the flash of
6 gun, an4 Head fell dead, having
beim esell.asinatere His wife was on
elle porch :and claimed that by th‘e
flash the distinguished, Hodge as the
murderer. Hodge moved to this
county some months ago, while Mts.
Hie-ad remained 'near Clinton, but
came here and .11166 suit , against
l-budge for killiftt4ser husband, get-
ting judgment for $ro,000 last Octo-
ber durin* circuit court here. judge
Reed set the verdict aside and
granted Hodge a new trial.
Now yesterday :Hodge had here
to grt.treiore the grand jury to testify
that false swearing was done by some
witnesses testifying- in the civil draw
age suit. The grand jury had refused
to hear -Hodges witnesses, and the
letters lawyers, Strome' Crosland,
appealed to 'Dodge Reed, who hod the
grand jury brought down from their
rodth upstairs.
The foreman said the reason they
would not 'hear the testimony was
because the civil suit was still pending
and if witnesses testifying during
trial of it were now indicted for false
swearing it would have a bad effect
on the civil proceeding. Judge Reed
linstructed them to hear complants ofail law violation* eh/ bring in in-dictments imo -matiet- whose civil snit
it harmed or whoop if e tet The
teriikei . went
testi
presented, but
brought any i
411111/
with the recoomendatiOn that if hedeems it expeVent he shP4Ild com-municate with congress on the sub-ject.
FIVE MEN BLOWN TO PIECES.
As Remit of Explosion of
Mills in Alabama.
the Baltic Provinces
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Body Had Refused to Hear Some
Witnesses As to Alleged
False Swearing.
The grand jury at the circuit court
got a calling down yesterday morn-
ing by Judge Reed, because they re-
fused to -hear certain witnesses who
wanted to appear before the body for
examination.
The itygpoversy arose over the
suit of lets. M. E. Head, widow of
Pink ead, against Cheatham Hodge.
Last year 'Head and •litadoe lived on
adjoining farrier- near Clinton, KY.,
and were bitter enemies. One night
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'' • TA.F.T:Y LiCANSDupont i'owder company, near
VOL e2, NO. 19S
NO MEETING HELD
Last Night's Joint Council
Meeting Flash in Pan
Boyles, eight miles north of this city
was accidently blown up at it :30
oVock today, instantly killing five
workmen.
The force of the expiosion .was
fearful and was. felt for miles around,
while the noise was heard in Birming-
ham. The victims were blows to
atoms, particles ofotheir bodiesi being
found in treetops a long distance
from the scene of the disaster. De-
tails received up to noon were
meager, and the full extent of the
ctarnage is not yet koown.
Salem, ape., Dec. 14.—Gov Geo.
E. Obandtatiain today announced
tip appointment of John M Gearin.
of Portland. to succeed the late John
H. 1itthe1l as United States sena-
CHINESE STUDENTS
WILL LEAVE JAPAN.
Tokio, Dec. on—Eighty-two hun-dred Chinese students incensed
at the acceptance of the resig-
nation of • Vuzurn Kubota, presi-
dent of the Imperial University by
Prime Mthister Katsura, have re-
solved to return to China. Two thou-
sand have already left this city. A
manifesto issued by these students is
decidedly antagonistic to the Manchu
dynasty.
DOCTOR LOSES
.2
AND ABSENT DEMOCRATS.,
Each
the
0.1•1161MOMONO ;MM.
Political Faction Clearly Fairest
Other and in Dodging ante
Up the Meeting.
ANOTHER ATTEMPT SET
FOR THIS EVENING.,
1.11111■411•Memby.. -
Quite laughable v.-as the manner
in whietat ther..-.ended last evening,
the joint meeting intended by the
councihnna and aldermen at the city
hall for the purpose, of electing li-
cense ittspecocr, markt toaster and
the other officers chosen by the pub-
lic legislative authorities. It tarter
looked tike "dog eat dog" as between
the republicaes and ;:emocrals in the
boards,
There are twenty motheee of the
kombineld bodiest 
- 
v e coil-
men and eight aldermen. There
are six republicaat in the welted-
gld:mnirocrabodte,y4lee Ilao;li,kore nauP"rfile intn.
body there are kill% republicans and
four democrats. Tilia makes fen
menahets of tools political party ha
the combinelypeards.
APPELLATE COURT SAYS CITY
OF PADUCAH OWES HIM to
Each iVitig to Elect.
NOTHING. 
The republirians morally want 
elect members of their party Weer
different offices, while the detnomode
are eager sap stikewise, but. w,
every member present at the joint
meeti rig it makes an equal number
on each side of the same politild
stripe, therefore if the republicans
colic court in the suit where Dr. W.
that tribunal affirmed the local cir-
appeals daphreetidese.natoda tstitIsleid enufro,crirsisfpe dothe tirbicas. adigoi-
Yesterday in the court of
for their men, a "deadlock" is ow
T. Graves, city health officer, sued the ca$11)1ted and no 4411c. tit)n can ba.City of Paducah, for about $75o for The charter prescribes that *eon
extra services he claimed .to have boerde shall meet °during December
performed While icting as health to elect their officers, but the repel&
others% Lawyer Eit Eieryear, former- *elute are desirous of effecting, tIpt. •1y city soticitor, represented the nruni..- deal:* euct provenengr the
cioality In the local Court, and mostitidot.eskettli. • ea' thirigsgwiti gcr arse'the*. 
-caw, she wort deeiding Beheivetil after the first et the yeat,'-affilik.,,
kefora,ex:11114Crra ac tirirceen-°Tbedailib•dofcn:gr- tick gtheo atitikir""tic.f oc'"re andin ttlearetwsneosedo balireddel -the rnigatien to the thighe,e court ana by that many republicans. This willlost *ere also, make ever member a repubfican.
Lawyers Watts' Estate. 
and they can control the elections to ,
suit etternselvee.(Dr. David Adams, of Ornithland,
corn- 
urstiant to the charter provisiorisyesterday returned home after 
g hare on business. connected with- no
Mayor Veber issued a call for the
Joao meetiog at 7:3o o'clock last 4
=1.7. 1
Desvse Man Claims That Lawyer
Watts Left Him the Estate—
Hesse Will Probated.
t estete, of the late lowryer Charlestor from Oregon. Garin ip a derao- ttsOnf Szhithiand, srho died last
wide ;I Denver, Colo., while en
tinite -to California for the winter.
The body was brought through here
and taken to Sinithland seven i dabs
Igo for burial.
Before leaving yesterday Mr.
Adeline ssid that a wan named
Dickey, of Denver, claimed. to have it
his . powsion a will wherein "Mr.
'-. VAllittothrogir Weis kneovewnrytohifngD:cktoey alScnifiCirjr.the,1
heirs at Stnohland have erriployed'
Judge Sterling Tonef, now of Den-
ver. bat formerly 64 Loultrilte, to
lii.t after their interest, out there
SIML'atCleto Nunn, formerly of Marion,
sits also einpkoell, it, being out there.
He is a son of Judge Thornes.Nunn.
tA- of the court oil appeals for is state.
ClPf
oh- , Has.. Will, Probated.
to hitt Louisville there has been pro-
de- bitted' the wili of Edwatd Hesse,
• ' tit other of Mesdares Herman Well
- Sol ss • tif this city. It
crat.
OBJECT LESSON
PREErri3nrcV1 LI, SEND SPE-
.
IAL INSURANCE MESSAOK.
CONGRESS.
cc Commission.
to Meet in
In February.
New York, Dec. 14.—The T.
day says. Infotination reac
.oric that President R
will send S speclil
con ss asking for le
signEd to WPM illicit trail.:
the inorrarreer %atrium. -
The message, accordt to the pres-
ent pslOgramrree, will •',usb with romaincurant e hatters in of chileli
Columbia, over which has
juri4diotion. The pre it
>desires to get an
eiec‘rnmendingIc
utile of t
sideted, by- sit-
nary t;to
ilk ons t
I,-
ye
it 3er
te
,teueral-
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INS RESIGNS.
0 Vice President of
pfe by A. K Ore
leew o,btIcc. 14 
—George W.
WA Perkins t 'his resignation At.
vice pretlieriF.and chairman of the'
- • -r ; finance c.ontriittee Of the New Yore,
Ironirance comoany, at a meet-
of the board„ of trustees today.
-!it Was accepted. Afewander E.
wits elected to succeed Me.
'ns as rooting vice president
mid chairman hf the name cismait
tee. Mr. I is a retired n 
.; of this , a former eulthu
Vf tile of
•
•oin
evening. At *that boar there were
on'y scree dcmocrits in the assemb-
ly hall, Olitermen Thermo Grief,
l'4atsie and CI uncilmen Taylor,
gram, Gannon and Gilson. This"•
showed abeentem of .nlderstian Da- •
vis and C,ortricilmen Rekkopf and Rig
lesberger
The republicans thought all the
dvmocrats would -be In their mats,'
therefore the ?Omer did not desireii
10 -enter the chamber until all
repnblicana were there. If they
come to the 'meeting room t
could have been tompelted to ts
t heir seats and participate in the vitt'
clone, so in order toi avoid the% p094-
b4Mtr Of all republieans not being nit
hand and the democrats thereby heye
clull attendance, therefore a major...
iry enough 'to e:ect the officers,ohe
republicans all lined up on ;ides
walk caret on Leval Row in Er of
Hon.- Hal C..rbett's law office. They--
had aressee to meet there argd gq
in a 
-,"the council chamber
an e 'there It one. time sit*
thereby not have
moniblien oh hood than they,
cilrnan Louis Xeith and 'Aidertiem
W. T. Miller, of the tepubikeite;
were state ii *tting to their
paiid,Or_Legal Row, net
fitg mita &Tine minutan•hfter
e they' were
over in the hall:
whets -tise.4appeinted time arrieed; -
Molar Ylesistee called the ineetiegto
order end found the three demo-
- The *wenn* knew/.
lirChiliallEggin were. tinnier up down'
the,stetietes 'KRIM fli a, body, which
o-ould iivake them- ira.ve a majority, .
deettocrats qttiatirly entered *ti
Its ,:sks Atession and as wieldy ltd
- 'tonight.' They
-eati of the room to depare4' an
they Aivere going down the step
it the' -.republicans coming up in
full bold-. When the latter were in
foamed-three meeting had been ad
journed- Sad that they would hisv
had a milifority if they had come
ntnnient sooner, they composed t
MOO* anyone eset sale.
smiles and swearhI&Itt lips,-thrinocruts bad set tta4:omoserce and ,,ft
•
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FACES DEATH SCHOOLS DISMISS
IPLIGHir OF ELECTRICIAN IN THE TEACHERS HOLD THEIR
AIR-SHIP NEARLY CAUSES MONTHLY MEETING THIS
DEATH. AFTERNOON.
-1
Lo ees Control of Machine High in Musical Entertainment Was Quite
Lands Vin Charming Affair Last Evening
At High School.
Air, but IrmaBy
Safety
Cilicago, Der. to-With the dar-
ing of a man who faces death for
the-mere excitement of it, Horace 13.
Wild, an elecerician, of Chicago, yes
torday, for the first time in his life,
Made a flight in an airship. He
soared to a height of 2,500 feet
above the ground. After a series of
thrilling experiences be returned to
the earth safely three miles from
-where- he -.stapled- on-shisot Joao
chine which never had been tested
before. Hie flight was over Grand
Crossing, and was witnessed by bun
diode of specfalbrs.
The trip through the air at the
height of .httlf a mile was made un-
der difficuetees. Wild's greatest peril
was the danger of losing his hold
on the machine on account of eh:
cold. Twice his numb fingers slip-
pled from their grasp of the frame
of the ship, and twice he caught him
self by hooking his heels neto a
groove on the crossbeams.
For, time all went weli, the dirig
ible machine moving to the south
smoothly. Then the engine operat-
ing the propeller stopped, because
the eupply of gasoline exhaust-
ed. With that came to the airship
man the realization that he was go-
ing higher and had no means of pro
peeling the ship in the direction of
the earth.
Wild, in a frantic endeavor to es-
cape destruction, climbed into the
fretwork of the gas-filled bag above
him, and, holding it with the fingers
of one hand, almost frozen, with his
teeth unfastened the cord that held
the ascetic valve, permitting the gas
to ' escape in sufficient quantities to
allow his floating to the ground.
The pulling down of the airship by
its trail rope was accomplished by
two women and a boy. with th:
greatest difficulty and at great person
al risk, for severed parts of the ma-
chinery became detaohed, and their
falling to the ground so lightened
the balloon that it struggled with 1
en 
,!.
newed erge•to escape into the
clouds. If ft' had escaped from the
rescuers Wieffs death would have
been certain, as he would have been
When debating what to give,
look over our Xmas suggestions
You will surely find something
you want
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
COST ABOUT $400
COUNCILMAN 111'BROOM HAS
FIGURED ON TESTING
OUTFIT WANTED
After Republicans Come Into Power
Next Year He Mill Bring Up
Vie Pronosition
Coencilmen George 0. McBroorn
has receive d from New York and
Wilelsingeor4 D. C., responses to let
tens in set* to ascertain what it
would cost for the city, to buy a
testing outfit for a scale and weigit
inspector foe this city. The rep/ifs
seid that it would cost in the neigh
horhood of tom and then there is
enumerated in the list of article=
sonic not abeolutely necessary for an
itspector
Paducah never has had an inspec-
tor to go around a,"1„tesi the scales.
weights and measurce ueed by gro-
cers, butcher,* and others selling
'fob& by weight or measure, to see
*at the scales and measure, give
proper yeeioht and measure Cenn-
canton McBroom brought up before
the pablic legislative boards several
weeks since the question of creating
this office and let the license inspec-
tor lloolc after the duties of the other
inepector. Some of the councilmen
opposed creating the new office on
the ground thrat it would cost $1.000
to purchase an outfit for the inspec-
tor to test the scales, weights and
measures. Mir, lifcBrootin then
wrote to the factory 'making these
erticles a,d find* it will cost only a
few hundred donate. Now he will
wait until the new boards come in
the first of next month and again
bring up the proposition of creating
the office.
He claims that many scales around
town give "short weights," while the
tort, pint and gallon measures do
hn'it a ntort. pint or ration,
, teo poeshaere ic not get-
what he pays for when he 'enys
I; sold him by weight or meaff-
Beg nning on Monday, Jan. t, so,-
so operatives employed by the Amer
wan Woolen company of Boston will
have their wage% advanced Jo per
cent. It is estimated that the ad-
vance will give the American con"
Apatry's operatives an aggregate of
about let,000moo more each year than
tiler law beer " .4 v101.
Today at noon the public schools
dismiss so that this afternoon the
teachers can all have theie monthly
meeting at the Washington building
on West Broadway, at which time
they wile he led by Prof. W. E.
Everett in their study on MIcMurray's
method of recitation. The schools
do not take up until next Monday,
while one week from today schools
dismiss until  iladuary zn on ac-
count of the Christmas holidays.
Many Attended.
The musical entertainment of last
evening by the Glee club at the
high school building on West Broade'
way, was attended by a large crowd
which was charmed delightfully by
the excellent programme that teemed
with pleasant features, and reduned
greatly to the credit of the young
people presenting the affair. The
students realized quite a neat sum
that goes to their club fund.
Spent Bad Night.
Wield from Riversick hospital yes-
terday was that Miss _Lizzie Single-
ton spent a bad night the night be-
fore, but was resting better yester-
day. It will be some 'days yet be-
fore she can leave her bed.
College Committee.
The Methodist colgeoe committee
meets again this afternoon at the Fra-
trnity building, and they think they
*111 be in position, after the gather-
ing, to give sottnething ckAnits out to
the putilic, as to what they have ac-
complished. •
Library Tsiostees.
The trustees of Carnegie library
meet this evening at the building on
Ninth and troachvey,_ They should
ave held their monthly sessiiin one
weelo frogs last Tuesday evening, but
deferred same, until now.
A race silk waist makes a
most acceptable Xmas present
and ciur line offers quite a choke
in price and patterns.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
— — 
WILL NOT SURRENDER
TO JUDGE HARGIS.
Whereabouts of Nobles Are Known,
But Rewuni Will Not Get Them
Jackson, Ky., Dec. 14.-The case
against John Davis for complicity in
the murder of Deputy Sheriff Hietiday
was called today before Judge Har-
gis and set for trial at /0 o'clock to-
morrow. The Nobles are still at
large, and today *whet; the Rev. James
Hudeon, a friend of Holiday, appealed
to County Superintendent Henry
Noble to have them surrender and
save horther blood-shed, he was in
formed' that their whereabouts were
known to Ms Henry Noble, but not
to Henry, •
Mrs. Noble declared to Mr. Hods
son that the ieovernor's reward, nor
soldiers, either, would effect their at-
rest or-currender while Judge Hargis
remained in (Ate. 'I1i tfact that
Holiday had received four shots in
the hack while fleeing down the hill
has created the belief that his murder
was unprovoked, and the authorities
have been %Poly investigating with
the view of loctiting others who are
believed to have taken a ban .
WAS VICTIM OF BLACKMAIL.
---
Man Who Committed Suicide Forced
to Hand Over Seo,000
New York, Dec. I4--. e er sat iotial
statement today is promised by At-
torney Carl Fischer-Hansen. geeing
the inside forte as to how Robert B.
Balleneine, of the wealthy family of
New Jersey breweries, who commit-
ted .uiede Saturday night, was black
mailed not of securities, cash and
notes amouriting to $7o,000 by a con
spiracy elhortly before his death.
Pure milk hose-something
always wanted by a woman. Our
line at 1111.00 or $2.00 cannot be
equalled any place.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
HOLIDAY RATES.
On account of GhrIstmas and New
Year's holidays the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets
as follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, portions of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Western New
York, Ontario and Michigan, one and.
!he round-tsi7
t Lc . nozerelor 23, 24,
25, 30 and 31 and January t, and
good returning until January 3.
To all points South of Ohio and
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-
siseippi river, one and one-third fare
plus 25 emits, tickets to he sold' De-
cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31 and
January t, good to return until Palltl-
Aty 4.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WiA.RFIELD,
T. A, Union IDepoti
.see •
ose.see•enwerlinhiteleelielisen
-
AN OPEN-AIR PHILOSOPHER
Snunciates His Peculiar Views on
not Martyr to Humanity,
the Doctor.
The village oracle, old Lim Jucklin.
utploiting his ideas on divers aad
sundry topics in Ople Read'a latest
woks, says: "Every man that gets
I- money without stealing It earn' It, I
reckon, but I don't know of anybody
that comes nearer earning it twice
aver than the doctor. He has to put
forth all the skill he has and then
inuat lie to keep hope alive. And hope
Is the beet medicine ever discovered.
"A doctor must know human nature
as well as medicine, and this knowl-
edge mixed with medicine is what
makes one doctor better than another.
I've ktpem 'em to git out of their beds
the ',Emma nights that ever biowed
and, sigin miles to doctor a man
theyrinowed wasn't a-goin' to pay a
tent. It takes great strength always
to handle weakness; It takes a god-like
!patience to deilreVith-th41 fistfulnot be warped over to the side of con-tinual peevishness, and whenever Ihear a doctor alteighin' I always re-joice with him. Science in medicine
travels slow, for every human body is
an individual machine, and every
mornin' luui a new way to go wrong
And I've known men to be such liars
that they wouldn't tell a doctor the
truth as to how they felt, fearing they
were giving him a little advantage.
The average doctor has a good sense
of humor and has stored up some of
the oldest jokes I ever heard, and this
is in the direct line of his meridiem,
for a sick man can't understand a new
Yoke as well as he can an old oae.
The old one may bring up the memory
of a former laugh and thereby do him
good.
7The saddest time for the sick man
is not when the doctor is owning to
see him, but the time when the
tor's bill begins to pay loo ••vi...441.• It
ought not to be, but • doctor's bill is
a mighty hard thing to pay. It is
like paying for a January overcoat in
July." .
WINTER BIRD NEIGHBORS.
Many of These Much-Traveled Little
Fellows Are Surprisingly
Tama.
It Is surprising that there are birds
which come to as only to spend the win-
ter, says St. Nichols*, leering us again
at the beginning of spring for northern
lands and snow-banked hillsides, where
the long day and pale twilight nights of
the arctic reign. Birds that raise their
broods in the far, treeless northland,
where heather, grasses and stunted
alders grow on a shallow, soakiag soil
underlaid by a great depth of eternal Ipe,
at the approach of slater gather into
great roving flocks to surge southward
to the gentler climate of our blisrardy
"temperate" winters! Yet all young
country folks have WM these restless,
wandering Socks of winter lovers, and
ecaslonaJly even in the towns and cities
there arrive unfamiliar companies of
fat, fluty birds, buena opening the
cOnes of Sr. and spruces, or devoer.eg
the buds of the maples.
Many of these natich-trameled little fel-
lows are wonderfully tame and seers
not to experience fair of man so uni-
versal with animals that rear their
eating in his neighborhood. Pine-gros-
beaks and cross-bills, whose real lionam
are In the silent. meseelli/ed spruce
forests of the great north, will almost
allow themselves to be caught in your
bard! With the tietld roving kinds, like
the snow-buntings, honied larks, and
longspurs. this fearlessness Is not
fouad, probably from the constant look-
out they are forced to keep against the
cunning and hungry white foxes and the
during, trae-jawet little ermine that
poististeetly hunt them In theirnorth-
land bonus But the rosy little redpoils,
the creepers. kinglets. "little friend
chickadee." as the northers Indians call
him, and a:I the other deep forest dwell-
ers, are Ss unafraid of us as they are of
the gentle porcupines and tiler2f Oinlr
hol170 woods.
Veiled Auctions in India.
1 In the course of en interesting paperon shoi:ac, communicated to the Phar-maceutical socistf. lift George Watt, C.
I. E., described the quaint prsotice
I adopted at the auctions in India. Theliayers and sellers jaiii hands and sit
facing...Bch other, a cloth being thrown
over the hands. The buyer presses cer-
tain fingers of the seller's hand, thus
making an offer. This Is usually reject-
ed ty a motion of the head, and further
Anger preasing ensues. Finally the bar-
gain is struck without a word having
been uttered. The advantage claimed
for this system Is that the buyer may
proceed from on seller to another and
make his pureheses without his price
being ktown to other dealers.-London
Mail.
London Legend;
There is a curious legend in regard
to Deadmans place, Southwark, Lon-
don. An ingenious old writer says
that the name originated as follows:
"Is Des imaa's place, at St. Mary-
overus, a man servant being burled at
seven of the clocks in the morning,
and the grave standing open for more
dead Commodities, at fours of the
clocks in the mule evening he was got
1112 alive again* by a strange miracle;
which to be true and c*o•tnine, hIsn-
dmis of people ult) tr.tlfin
hip acte like a country Gigot, in his
pearlded sheets." However, a
more exact historian explained that
the name MS merely a corruption of
"Deetneind's place."
Where Did He Get It?
Bacon-He made all his money in
Washington.
Egberte-And is he rich?
"Very."
'Was he a congressman or a- waft-
ogr'4011fin 010411114111.
tI
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ECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
-
PADUCA11--.-
e offer special values in
; Solid Gold Watches.
Solid Vold Chains
Solid Gold Rings.
Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
set.
Solid Gold Lockets.
Solid Gold Crosse* and Neck
-Chains.
Sterling Silver Spoons.
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
Sterling Silver Nevelties.
Finest line of Cut Glass.
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
, properly fitted.
J. A. IKONETZKA. Optician.
years' experience. 311 Wway.
Paducah. Ky.
large line of Eagle emblems in
It.
'R. OLIVER GREGOR.
AWYERS
OF CES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
County; Paducah, Ky,
14 Fraternity Beading.
New t4. Old Phone 303,
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y.ur c.sothes c3sened,
dyed or repaired, take them to IL. C.
Rose pg South Third Street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits maids to order.
11.1. Irrvers,M. D.
OFFICE 'so NORTH FIFTH
TELKPIIO
Residence KO Office egg
A. S. DABNEY,
-D
Truehart
ST-
ding
DR. ROB-TM
130 NORTH F
Both
'Office hour, ft\to o
p. tn. and 7 to 9 Q.
Dr. St
Dent
Of.Sce over Lend
309 Br
O• D•
Architect and
4or Fraternity
old Phone 4911 Red;
RIVERS
STREET
355
IL a., j to 3
mpe r
st.
er & Lydon.
Paducah,
way.
etenteritient.
Building.
ew Phone 33.
k Kentucky
ALBCN W. BAR1fLEY,
Attorney-at-paw,
ROom No. 5, Columbia
,
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NO SALI-
VATES, ALL DRUG* ST loc.
T• tirssig M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jac Streets.
Telephone o.
-
VA
T-HE-THREE LATEST GAS LAM PS THEY SAVE GAS BILLS-
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
_a
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you;want a ;first claas\lob by an
expert t workman? If youtdo :take
It to
3obn 3. Bleicb, 3eweler.
224 Broadway, PAducah, Ky.
•.644104.114.1.4.•4444411441,114+•+46444•04444•4+0+04.44.444044++++++
EE. COULSoN,
....PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot water Ileatieg. 1
Mose Iii. 529 Broadway.
1-1-.444.4*.+4•444444.44.044411
-1r 
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Parlumh, Kentticicy.
Capital and Surplus $1455,c)clo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PR=
W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Payee
per cent per annum on time certificate of dsposfts.. Safety how in are
proof vent: ice rent at 83 to Ira per year as to also You cagey ewer Crw
hey and no one but yourself has mama.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark sod discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine:modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best:accommodations at:reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs,:Kentucky.
Paducah TrrInsfer Company
(incoeporaled.)
General Cartage Business,
superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndland Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones iv
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE SINISUelt-4;v0.E
Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
R. R. C. EARN[ wipe° Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
„ .
BRCK)KHILL B LIMN°. SUBSCRIBE FOR THE REGISTER
TELSPliONZ NO 444.
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XMAS PACKAGES
1
AMERICA MOTHER OF ASIA.
Singular Theory Advanced by Cana-
dian Student of Racial
History.
SOUTHERN - EX PRESS COM- -- Therearelaw.Ua*l3r, ia the world who
PANY ADOPTED NEW IDEA know the American Indian better than
ABOUT THEM. L. O. Armstrong, the chief ot the Cana-
len Pacific railway colonization do-
pe...Tient. Mr. ArmatrontOtt work takes
the ouou -tie-way places ofWill Forward Packages For Cum\
torture and Then Deliver Them
Day Before Xma:,
Manager Decker, of the local office.
1'.; the Southern Expeess company, t
as received word from the headquar-
-Itow%) 
of
si hig:tcZcetrnhe
inaugurated a new• scheme looking!
heavy  
 they had
Ickr
-11W-hindled by time Christmas ar-
rives. That is to receive Christmas
holiday packages right away, and ship
0:1 to their destinatiJa aoo: :ct
the express office there hold them un-
til the day before Christmas to de-
liver.
Mhnager Decliir stated that every-
body waits until two and three days
before Owlet-mai before shipping
-away their presents being forwarded
to friends. This naturally crowds
every office and it is impossible to
ship everything and get the packages
to their destination by Xmas day.
For instance last Christmas when Mr.
Decker was connected with the
Evansville office everytiody waited
until such a short time before the
4th to send their Christmas presents
into Evansvilk that it took the ex-
pressmen until the first of the year
to deliver the buncHes to the parties
for whom they were intended. ,
This same condition of congeit
affairs prevails at every ..tibee the
country over, until this r the
company headquaters is sending out
to •arents all civet the comitry, some
paper labels on which are printed
the words "Do Not Open Until
office in the respective cities then
office in the repeetive cities then
gets the people of that place to ex-
press their packages right away to
whatever destination they are intend-
ed. One of these labels is then put
on the package and when the bundle
gets to the town for which it is in-
-tended, no matter if ten days or a
week before the 25th, the agent cif
that office sets the package aside and
"holds it until the day before Christ-
ina".
By doing tbie agents and express-
man out on the trains know just what
packages are Christmas presents, so
,
• they can handle them along slowly.
but shoot through with the usual
rapidity the regular commercial basi-
sees. By starting off the Christina.•
-packages early that way they get
to their destination in time for
Christmas delivery, and thereby ob-
viate the congestion which prevails
when the bundles are dumped on the
agents all at once at the different
Cities over the country.
Package going from here to Louis-
ville cannot make the trip inside of
three days if they wait until right be-
fore the asth.
Not only the largest line of
Ladies' Purmis to select from,
but better values for the money
than you can find anywhere.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
PEABODY PRESIDENT.
Elected to Direct Affairs of Mutual
Life of New York.
New York, Dec. Ia.—Charles A.
Peabody was elected president of the
\intim! Lift Innsurance company at
a meeting of the board of trustees
yesterday. Mr. Peabody', election
was unanimous.
Mr. Peabody's salary tvn fixed at
S5o,00o a year. His predecessor,,
Richard A. MieCtudy. received $150,1
coo a year .Mr.,•Veabody will take
office on January t, when he will re-
lieve Frederick Cromwell, temperary
president.
The board of trustees i.dopted a
resolution of thanks to Mr. Cromwell
for his services as •temporary presi
dent.
Chas. A. Peabody was nominated
for trustee to succeed Justice Rollo
W. Peckham and Emory 'McClintock
was nominated to succeed Eliliu Root
as trustee. Both of these nomina-
tions, under the by-laws, went over
until the next meeting.
'Mt. Peabody is a lawyer and is the
American representative of Wm.
Whldorf Astor. -He iv a director in
,everal banks and other corporations,
among them the Illinois Central rail-
road company.
A complete assortment of golf
or cashmere silk-lined or mer-
cer,iiiisseves
, PHILLIPS & CO.
FORMER KENTUCKIAN DEAD
Preparing ter Sign Application for
Insurance When He Expired.
New York, Dec. 14.—Dr. Solomon
Wolfe, once colonel of the Seventh
Kentucky cavalry, kW, ilinatti while
applying for insurance. Ile had just
received an application blank at the
office of an insurance company and
turned away -to sign it wilan he fell
over dead from heart aillsease. He
was sixty-one years old and was
born in Beklinore
A virtual acceptance of the pow-
ers,' demands regarding Macedonia is
made by the Turkish stilton.
the don...oza, ond he hos fcund many
opportunities to add spice and variety
to an exceptionaliy buoy life by studies
of the primitive tribes.
Mr. Armstrong strocgiy holds to the
theory that the Asiatic people oril000l-
ly migrated—that they were, in fact, de-
scendants of the tribes now known as
American Indians. He has sometimes
illustrated this claim by dressing Japan-
ese in Didion costumes and Indians in
Japanese costume and then challeng-
ing people to distinguish between the
two. •
He points to the reeent announce-
Mtg..
American Museum 'of Natural History,
Is about to publish the results of elabor-
ate investigations into the question as
to whether America peopled the world.
The investigations conducted for seven
years by prominent ethnologists of
America and Russia are said to show
omolmideely that the Asiatic peoples
came originally from this continent,
and that the primitive culture of Ameri-
ca was transplanted into Asia and then
to Europe to become the civilization of
great historic peoples.
"I have a great many curious evi-
dences of this in the notes that I have
collected from time to time," said Mr.
A/mot:nag. The theory first occurred
to me through the striking physical re-
semblance between the Ojibway Indians
and the Japanese, and also by the fact
that the 031bways have the same totem
Use Japaasse, which is a crane stand-
isig all Ali turtle. There are many other
little proofs. For instance, in neither
the Offtiway *or the Japanese language
are then any 'swear words.' The social
position of the woman in both nations is
the same. She has little voice in the
management of domestic matters, bat is
a worker
a.
CONCERNING BIG FORTUNES
Them Legitimately Won and Benev-
olently lased Are Favor-
ably Regarded.
• good big fortune is an interesting
phenomenon, and a very interesting
factor in civilization I sbould be sorry
to me big fortunes go so much ,put o
fashion that nobody would any longer
care to heap one up, writes Ildward S.
Martin, In Atlantic. If nobody
built palaces, and mask a mar-
ket for the sires of dia-
monds and the best pictures, and
navigated the sea Mid, yachts and the
land tu automobiles SS feet long—if no-
body, so to speak. WI loamy to throw at
birds1 and threw It. life would not be
nearly so lively and decorative as it is.
I had almost rather, It I were quit of all
personal responsibility about it. that
some people bogged groat fortuaes than
that there should be none. And I had a
great deal rather that • due provision of
big fortunes should be acquired in tit
ways by It men. Few of us, I think.
°Wein to big fortunes per se. We don't
want too great a proportion of the na-
tional wealth to get Into too few hands,
as has happened already, and is happen-
ing more and more. We don't want out
Laws, or the breach of them, to give an
unfair advantage to the very rich who
want to be richer, at the cost of the poor.
But to fortunes legitimately won by men
It to win them, and who merely levy a
lawful tribute on beneSta conferred on
the community, we have no objection nt
all. Such fortunes are the signs of gen-
eral prosperity We like to see them
grow, and admire the spending of them
in the same spirit In which we admire
the lavish diffusion of sunshine. !fiber*
is no objection to riches, thee, provided
the right men gather them is the right
ways.
BRICKS WRAPPED IN PAPER
--- -
Framed and Glazed Kinds Done Up
Carefully to Save Them
from Injury.
Bricks might not seem delicate ob-
jects that would require wrapping up
to save them from damage, but many
thousand' of bricks are now so pap-
tected to keep them from chipping la
transportation and handling.
Coale:ton red bricks for backs of walls
and for tillers are still handled just as
they have always been—stacked to-
gether and dumped from the wagons
in which they are delivered, but nqt
so with pressed brick for front walls
or with glazed bricks.
Pressed bricks have, to be sure, al-
ways brit handled with (*re and
stacked with hay sta-ead between the
layers; but they go a good deal further
than that with glazed bricks, of which
many are now used. These are
wrapped up for shipment, each individ-
ual brick Ins wrapper of corrugated
or embossed- paper. In which it ts
cushioned as well as wrapped
It costs something to wrap up bricks
In this way, but it rests less than the
damage to the bricks unwrapped would
amount to, and so there may be seen
nowadays big stacks of bricks with
every brick done up in a paper.
Valuable Medicine.
"Doctor, I want to tha ;le jou for
your valuable medicine."
"It helped you, did it?" asked the
ioctor, very much pleased.
"It helped me wonderfully."
"How many bottles did you find it
necessary to take?"
"Oh, I didn't talk any of It. My
stick too ont bottle, a I am hie
et_t_tlastua.
1"ITS HIGH TIME"
For you to b-gin laying up sontbing for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Male regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be.at worklfor you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
I MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BANE,
—227 —
Broadway,
1111M1111111111111111.11
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D• SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
LICENSED TO WED
MRS. DELL ik PITMAN AND MR.
G. E. HOLLAND WERE
MiA R RI ED.
Property Transferred and Deeds
Lodged for Record With County
Clerk Yesterday
Important Chaoges of Time o: South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December tst, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a- in., \rill depart at 8 a. m.
Nb. 9, nc.w leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 315 p. m.
No. a% now leaving LoutsviHe at
7:25 p. in., will depart at yos p. m.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
p. in., will depart at 5:0 Q. m.
Yesterday in the county clerk's No. 2, now leaving Lexington at
office there was issued a license to '5:30 P. in., will deiciact at S P.
marry, to G. E Young, aged 38 and! Corresponding /flanges will be
Della Pitlhan, aged 43 of the county. made at local stations and paseen-
Thib is the second venture for groom gers intending to use these trains
and third for the beide. At 3 o'clock should consult ticket agents for corn-
in the afternoon they were united in Plete information.
marriage by Justice Jesse Young at C. H. HUNGERFORD.
the residence of Mr. W. C. Stand -
ford 4,f South Third street.
Property Tranaterred.
Property lying on Norton street
he. been transferred by Henry Sin-
gery to Augustine Singery for $t
and other considerations, and the
deed was filed fdr record in the
county clerk's office yesterday.
L. G. Graham sold to Mary Young
for $3oso, land 6ing out in the county.
Zilpah McFadden sold to J. R. Dil-
lon for $12,5oo and other cohsidera-
tions, property at Seventh and Broad-
way.
Luke iikerradell sold. to Luther F.
Carson for $1 and other considera-
tions, property on Twenty second be-
tween Thurman and Lindsey streets.
kfartha.F. Ellis sold' to J. F.
Walker for Imo, property on the
East side of Broad street.
CHECKING UP
PREPARATIONS ARE BEING
MADE FOR LAST SET-
TLEMENTS.
Justice Richard Barber Is Now In
His Room Checking Over the
Statements of Officials.
Commissioner Richard J. Barber is
now in his rooms at the New Rich-
mond hotel checking over the re-
ports of the county treasurer and re-
ceiver of the county sinking fund, in
order to have things ready for the
fiscal court to make a settlement
next Tuesday, when thiw body meets
for that purpose.
-After Mr. Barber checks over the
treasurer's reports and. those of the
receiver, 'he will then check the re-
ports of Sheriff Lee Potter, wherein
the latter makes settlement with the
county for the taxes due.
Being the commissioner for the
county, Mr. Barber goes over the
settlements and practicality makes
same for the fiscal court. He took all
the voluminous documents to his bed-
room at the New Richmond so as
not to be bothered, like would result
if he remained at his office on Legal
Raw -Awe people are darting in and
out every minute on teisinesa.
Justice Barber goes out of office
D P A.
Holiday Opening!
SEE OUR LINE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE r5TH.
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM 25c TO $25 oo.
ALVEY & LIST,
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
STAND
thi first of next month and will they
enter the insurance business and °pc!,
offibe in the Fraternity building. H,
is succeeded by Charles Emery who
opens his office where the street
company now is on South T-
street,
A pretty line of Gauze Fans
for you to select from
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
NOT A CANDIDATE
Judge Pryor Has No Ides of Making
Race for U S. Senate
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. to—Former
Appellate Judge W. S. Pryor, who
is in Frankfort today, denies the re'
port in a Louisville morning paper
that he will be a candidate for the
United States senate to succeed Sen-
ator Jos. Blackburn.
Judge Pryor stated this morning
that the first knowledge he had that
he was even mentioned for the can-
didacy was what he obtained front'
the Lourovillle paper, and that he
would not under any circumstances
enter the race.
FALL SEVENTY FEET.
Keotland, Ind, Dec. 14.—Ten work
men fell seventy feet from a. soaffold
ing being used in the construction of
an elevator at Sheldon today. Four
were fatally injured, five received
less 'serious injuries, and one escap-
ed unhurt by clinging to a side •waP
Among the injured twen was Mar-
tin McGuire, of Danville, Ky., who
was badly braised about tire head.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAIDEz!
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE sram. EU:.1 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ri,ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS, ALSO NICE HANDSOME bESIGNS AT 5c, toe, Ise., 30C
AND UP -TO $3.0e- PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES'
TO StilT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, nionamell't
laii:Sakilifi IN CL:scCitt....b. 
—EVEtioti CljOiSsZN. COL.
OR AHD LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDEttS 'TO MATCH. ALL:
COROBS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME Wool? EFFECTS as
JAIPAINIESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS- THE VERY LATEST D.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LIM
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDTNG AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ..ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES-AMU
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
WWI YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. CRIEE
Garner &OA Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KV
MAITIE, & CO.
USE KEVIL'S
Hristocr a t flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Offic4301 306 Broadway Phones:Office 383—Residence 1696
*) the Buffet- 4)
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cent..
EDGAR W. 'WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MOW' REAL ESTfert. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?mum. SAW
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT, IIIISTERNI
MONTUCKY REAL ssplasuRrou. AND PRIM UST
FREE TO IVOYDOrbY. SIM FOR IT.
DG'itW. W TIF.144)1MA. Poltuumb•
•
,letassaismatiattimiathisimi„.
dig
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One Year S5.00
Six Months  3.50
Three Months  1.25
One Wieek.10
Anyoge Ming to receive ties
re:Mealy Amid report the matter to
The Riegi1101 dike at once Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Dec. 15, 19o5.
Apparently Kentircle: hasn't the
only election taw whi, e needs amend-
ing. New York has a law
which is just ris this
state. Our court of appeals in
an appealed case and that it could
not order a recount of ballots, to see
if they had first been' honestly
counted, though preserved clearly
under the law for such purpose, and
now comes the New York court of
appeals, on a similar appeal, and says
it too locks the authority to order
the opening of the ballot boxes of the
hoe election in New York City , to
recount the vote in certain a speci-
fied precincts. The preservation of
the ballots of an election, as required
by the New York and Ketticky laws,
is clearly to hold them for reference
and examination, the time fixed for
their preservation being the same as
that fixed for the right of contest,
and the intent of the law would seem
to be plain enough if its provisions
are not emphatic in all respects.
Therefore the court which can't ad-
.itse decision to suit the case is un-
doubtedly predisposed to strain at
a gnat and em/low A camel, or it
juetifies a rotta)11 of eritne. jaafice
demands that the election laws of this
state and flew Y<iric be amended
and made so clear that partisan
(courts or dull judges can't fail to see
their meaning and rule accordingly,
if not through construction than by
positive direction.
It oorries from Wasbisgton that
the president is going ..to send to
congress a specie/ metteige on the
insegance question. As Ma, Roose-
velt has a penchant for speelisl mes-
sages the report mentioned isAlretard
edas reasonsitily correct Then the
question is one of interest and one
which several efforts are on foot to
get before the national legisiature in
some way. There are several mem
bets whi, think, as does the presi-
dent, from reports, that congress ca
reach the insurance companies by
laws which will be legal in the Die*
. t of Columbia and the territories
vrhicer eel feet the states a benç.
'Stall lesson end one which the
ileield doubtless SOOT/ follow. A big
core e nee along the line of hand-
ling the insirrance companies by the
Ocoee is soon to be held in Chicego
and about the same time the presi-
dent's, meenage is likety to appear.
The two combined it is thought will
work the good desired end place the
question .peopprly before the eeop:,
of the country and bring results
through the states if not through
congress. The outlook is good for
the proper handling of the compan-
ies it seems.
Harriman wants to get bath at
Ryan for what he said before the in-
iaurante investigating committee. It
was a fuss betweeh Alexander and
Hyde which developed the general
nasty mess relative to ,the big life
insurance companies, and 'history
may repeat itsetf. If the insurance
committee will °nig agg Harriman
and Ryan on until they will.till out
of Reboot the tales they cats tell the
country will learn of more rastali-
tit tl.an those perpetrated by the
managers of the insurance compan-
ies. Harriman and Ryan are big
-syndicate" managers or manipulat-
orF, and What they know of some
deal, which have been tirade and
may tell to get even with each other
would make some interesting read-
ing and open the eyes of the world
te startling facts. no doubt. The in-
surance committee should further
shove the. ball along by letting Har-
riman into the arena against Ryan,
and do so while his ire is high, too.
- wae -flashed- ou- thwres
and circulated by letters that Judge
W. S. Pryor, of Franfort,
was to enter the senatorial
contest in this state. . The
field being an open one and the judge
known as pretty good' timber the re-
port was accepted as- a fact, especially
as no denial followed the announce-
ment. But it seems either that the
dec:aration was unauthorized or that
the judge has reconsii1/4144. hillInten-
tions as to becoming II cilidi14 for
Lk  announcement is now
'
going over
the state that the jtidge• ticit and
will not be a candidate for the sen-
atorship. This leaves the contest
where it had previously been, between
Senator Blackburn and Judge Paynter
"bunched" and W. B. Haldeman "also
running".
The higher courts having virtually
decided so that he wil lose his con-
test for mayor of New York City,
Mr. Hearst has said that 'he would
make a fight before the legislature,
soon to meet, for the passage of a
bill which will permit the opening
of the disputed ballot boxes an4 the
counting of the votes therein, The
making of the fight which this act
will no doubt precipitate will more
than likely result in a clearer elect
tion taw being created by the New
York greet* assembly than the one
now eristing and great good will be
done even if the special act Mr.
Hearst wants is- not passed. The
fight shou'el, therefore, be made.
e
- 
%tithe changes are being made in
the official management of some of
the big life insuranee companies.
Some of eh( "big, ikes" are gr
out to bate safer climes, appar
A piragin.; fact to the stuckh
is the areouncenvent which
panics three changes, viz- that
making the khanges good- men are
secured to &II the vacancies a• sid-
aa'as witichemean big savings to the
companies In the future premised
dividends tatty prove something
to the ainelyboiders in thee
etaniee tT "ie-crust" irepes.
If Russia oan withstand the wear
and tear she it now going through
Witte mai; yet enjoy wet) earned
flat. and the honors the czar lately
thrust upon him Though RU9Sia is
judt now quite threadbare her chaise
es to survive longer are not yet ell
gone,
more
corn-
Wei have made a special pur-
chase of Handkerchiefs and now
offer you the prettiest line we
ever handled.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Bazaar Opened.
The ladies of the Broadway
Methodist church yesterday °pent
their bazaar at'sto Broadway s'
Register's old 'building. The Metho-
dist ladies have an elegant outlay of
articles of varied dieeeriptions, and
the entire public is cordialy invited
to patronize them.
!Woo Kid Gloves—ail kotors
and extra quality—fot Xmas.
RUDY, PHILLIPS &• iftGe
,—Though the weather was' largely
calm and the skies clear during yes-
terday, lete in the evening a light
rain set in and the night was damp
and cool. Tile same condition( are
probable today.
Give the little one a pair of
our nice Knit Leggings for
Xmas
RIMY. PHILLIPS & CO.
Matinee Musical.
This afternoon from 3 until 5
o'clock the/ Matinee Musical club will
}hiegive'tts r eption at the residence of
Alit 9. ard S Wells at the Empire
fiats 0 Broadway near Seventh
street. The affair will be one of
much charm and elegance and dur-
ing the afternoon a varied pro-
gramme diverRified with mperior
features, will be rendered. ea
A special line of Sample Purs-
es for Xrnsis: hence better values
than you could ordinarily per-
elease.for the same
RUDY, PHILLI771.CO.
Open Meeting and Supper.
Next Tuesday evening an open
meeting will, be held by the Modern
Woodieen of America in the hall on
the Third floor over Walker's drug
store, at Fifth, and Broadway. State
I3eptsty 3 W. Dediart will be here to
make an addrese, while a supper will
he served during the gathering.
For Xmas you want the best
and our line of neckwear con-
sists o fonly the best and latest
styles.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
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U
Buys a double or single
breasted Black Suit worth
$15.
WhenYouCarryAGRASIDLEADER Bundle
Your triendi know you irey
For your CtotIsSs LEA
DER
POPULANPIIICIOCLUMIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAH. Y.
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MORE HOSE
FIRE DEPARTME.NT NEEDS
...SEVERAL THOUSAND FEET
NEXT YEAR.
Probable That Fire Engine Wil Be
Moved From Central- Station to
Souls. Side.
Commissioner John K. Bonde
the poirTe and fire boar% yesterday
said that they hstil made get their! An
nu-al report, to be handett in to 4e
mayor, showing the working of ie
fire department during the present
year, and es." making suggeltione
for the government of 'that departs
ment during 1906.
The appropriation to Oe asked for
1906 will probablynbe about the same
as that need this year, as the com-
mie' siocere -have no east -it &alone
itnprovensents to the asked for neat
year. With the present departments
they have about all that can be twed
with the exception of a littler x ra
outfit.
The old hose now on hand at the
differeot station houses is about
%Ten out, and between 4.000 and
,n000 feet of new hose will be neces-
sary, according to the estimtaes of
the comeniseioners. This how will
cost between 75 and Ss cents per
foot and ivill be bought in plenty of
time for me before the other gives
out altogether. At prrsent the com-
missioners keep the fire engine own-
ed by the city at Central station on
(North Fourth street, but it Is prob-
able this' will be moved to the sta
tion 'house .oni Fourth. and Elisabeth
secrete and installed there for use
among the factories and the fires of
Mechaniesburg. Before it can be
transferred, however, an addition bee
Ii, be built to the South Side build-
ing, as it; present size maker it en-
tirely too small for the accommoda-
(ion of-the engine, in addition to the
regular equipment alreaely there. It
will take some hundreds r: dollars
to put this addition on, but it will be
made some time in the spring. if the
legislative boards concur in the fee-
onwnendation of the commissioners.
Dr. Bonds is of the opinion that
within the next tan years the city
will have to secure several new fite
engines, because the city is growing
so rapidly that higher buildings are
being erected yearly and before long
the heightti of the atrectures will be
too great for water to be thrown to
the top floors when there iv used
only the pressure afforded by thr
water company. 'These engines give
pressure that will throw water sever
a.; stories higher than the foor-story
buildings . now in the city, four
storie 
ie the highest now in the
,place.The water company could turn on
stronger pressure, hut this would
cause to burst time small pipes and
fixtures in bath roamer, toilet rooms
anll water cliosette therefore it wcould
he cheaper to ,Aitly fire eiigbies to
furnish the additional pre*" e need-
ed when higher structures go up as
the town progresses.
The corneniseionere have all the
fisemert they wagt for the present
number of departments, and outside
• ---roee small equipment and a few
other expenses not much will be
needed for this department of the
city government next year.
Nothing is appreciated More
by the men than a nice pair of
our House Slippers
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
WANTS TO TALK
HARRIMA.N WISHES TO AN-
SWER WHAT RYAN HAD
TO SAY.
Writes Insurance Investigating Com-
mittee to Recall Him to the
Witness Stand.
New York, Dec. 14.--Edoward H.
Harriman wrote a letter to the Arm
strong committee yesterday asking
that an opportunity be granted him
to go again on the witness stand in
the legislative insurance investiga-
time and to testify regarding his at-
teropt, as described by Thos. F..
Ryan on Tuesday, to sears in the
purchase of the majority stock of
thei reguitebie Life Assurance socie-
ty..
• 'lite committee informed Me. Har-
riman that he could have such an op-
portunity any time be wanted it.
The committee has net taken ary
forma) action in the matter of re-
cAlIing Mr. Harriman but ha. bs en
uaitiag, it is said, to set whether be
would ask an opportunity to rtply to
Mr. Ryan.
Mr. Harriman, it is expected, will
be asked among other things about
Mr. Ryan's assertion that in the oe-
gotiations whether Mr. Harriman re
fcrred to his political indueree Ind
also whether any arrangement had
been made whereby a political lead-
er was to become a figure in the in-
surance world, if Mr. Harriman suc-
ceeded in getting a /share of the
Equitable stock and way allowed to
name two trustees to act with Gro
vet Cleveland. Mcrgan J. O'Brien
and George W. Westinghouse in the
election of directors.
Haley Fis:cs, vice president of the,
Metropolitan Life Insurance com-
pany, was the first witness to testify
before the insurance investigatipg
committee today. When the com-
mittee adjourned yesterday IMr.
Fiske was renting a statemetik of
the lapses in the industrial depart-
ment of hie company's business. Mr.
Fiske made a further statement on
that subject today
Wouldn't you like to rive
some friend a pretty rug. We
have • beauty at $3 4o. If you
are thinking of giving some sub-
stantial gift why not consider
a carpet for instance. Plenty
of time to make it before Christ..-
MAI
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
A bill will be introduced in' con-
gress by Congressman William Lor-
imer, of Chicago, asking that the
government appropriate $3t,000.00o
for a cams) from Lake Michigan to
tke Mississippi river and the deepen-
ing of , this river to accommodate
ships to make the journey from the
lake to the gulf. f I
1_
If Szo.00 or els oo would be
about what you want to put in
a present we have two special
lines of Rugs we want to show
you. Great, generous ones, too.
RUDY, PIIILLIPS Zir CO.
The courts of New York City con-
tinue to convict election criminals ar-
rested or indicted for irregularities
in the contest of east month.
An Umbrella for Xmas. A
special showing at Sr oo each ,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO. I
GIFT SUGGESTIONS
..FROM...
Rudy, phillipo ez. Co.
FOR THE
Silk Waists
Handsome Furs.
Tailored Suits
Coats.
Skirts
Fancy Neckwear.
Laces and Lace Robes
Handkerchiefs.
Ribbons
Kid Gloves.
Brooch Pins
Stick Pins
• Neck Combs.
Leather Belts
MAMBA:ring Seta.
Table Sets.
Oboes.
Foot Warmers.
Fans
Silk Scarfs
Rain Cents
Lace Curtains
Gloves,
FOR
Fancy hosiery.
Patent Lesther Shoes
Linen Handkerchiefs
Umbrellas
ruff Buttons
Slinpers
Coats
Shoes
Ribbons
Hose
Numerous
•
THE
FOR
WOMEN FOLKS
Toilet Sets
Fancy Mounted Cambs.
Necklaces.
Purses
Feather Boas,
Fancy Combs
Art Needlework
Sterling Silver Scissors
Dregs Goods
Mut.
Fancy Hosiery.
Underwear
Umbrellas
Kimonas
• Fine Linen
Millinery
We Combs.
Fancy Heeidherchief s
Fancy Bath Robes
Veils
Silk Shawls
Pretty Rugs
Opera Baes
Evening Gloves
MEN FOLKS
THE
Leather Slippers
Cuff Buttons
Underwear
Box Handkerchiefs
BOY
Shoes
Heir
Handkerchiefs
FOR THP GIRL
Dresses
Slippers
Gloves
I I andterchief * .
other things to please their fancy.
BRING THE LITTLE ONES DOWN TO SEE SANTA CLAUS,
WHO WILL WELCOME THEM ALL IN OUR STbRE DECEM-
BER 18 TO 24, 4 TO 6 O'CLOCK
NEWS IN BRIEF.
navy depirttnent is going to
tee !Ripe to mit. an end to hazing
a' .1ic -xademy.
ifThe government blue book shows
that there are 2,000 government em-
ployes 4n Wachingtio They draw
from tSe government $.27.143,700 per
year.
There are 17,000 men eine:clod on
the Isthmus of Panama cane n-
ent though no excavation work is
)being done now.
There are eight contests for seats
in the national' house which the pres-
ent session will have to settle.
The boiler of a saw mill near Coke-.
vine, Tenn.; exploded and destroyed
the mill and killed two men.
lifarti C. Pullman has been re-
elecnid president of the national base-
ball association.
According to government statist-
ics it osits !vie than ten dollars in
wages to manirfactuee a complete
wagon.
Snain may he forced to keep
Wheat on the free list because of the
great scarcity of breadetuffs.
Minnie Maddern Fiske, addreesink
Harvard and Radcliffe students, de-
clares, the theater's mission to be
against evil rather than to amine.
Oe a sworn statement that his men-
tateondition is such as to preclude a
court trial at present, the hewing of
the cage against bas-id F. Sherrick,
the deposed auditor of the state, of
Indiana, was deferred until January
8 next.
"Bost" Cr Ace once of New York;
advertises the family tranteiem for
sale.
Pope Pius vends an encyclical to
Polish Catholics urging them to
spurn strikes and be loyal to the
tsar.
Ma. 'Jefferson Davis, wife of the
president of the Southern Confeder-
acy, keeps her residence in New York,
although she goes South dining the
winter months. Mks. Davis is now
81 years okf and very feeble, although
not ailing .
I The assessed valuations of Texas
property this year amount to $1,14o,
000,000, which is ,an increase of $56,-
000,000 over last yeat's valuations.
Women Names.
(Louisville Courier-Journal 't
Some women, we are told, think
that we are now in a ttansition per-
iod rith regard to women'a tomes.
A generation from now, they say.
ntrac nropoTti,”, Trilerle'd women
will retain their girlhood names
through life. They do not inform
us, however whether the childreh of
such women will take the maternal
or paternal name. But probably
they do not think it worth while. to
consider that point, as they do not
believe the this class of advanced
women will bother thernselvet with
children.
•
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Largest Stock Lowest 14 ces Satisfaction  6ilaranteed
•
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furni f'i; re Manufacturing Co.
BMW PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH TH
IRD STREET.
MURDER CHARGE
CASE AGAINST THREE DARK-
IES COMES UP THIS
MORNING.
Charge Against James E. English
Resubmitted to Grand Jury—
Ellis Drone Got Ten Years.
1 In the circuit court today there
come* up the case charging Mark
Kennett, Frank Kennon and Edward
• Wprren with killing the negro Harris,
at Second and Court streets, severdl
Sleeks ago. ,Harris hod approached
Kennett and asked for a drink oi
whiskey, anti the latter got angry
and commenced abusing Harris
Then while Kennon and Warren
aided and -abetted him Kennett cut
Harris in ettell•a manner that he died
that night in the -Itivaesille hospital,
on Fourth and Clay streets.
Yesterday's Proceiedlingsr '-
Walter Cox, *bite, was yesterday
it)Und "not guilty" of the charge of
1 shooting at Lee Berry, colored, ser-
i real weeks ago near the Houser
aeloon, on Nortb Tenth /street.
One year in thaitigpitentiairp‘ was
given L. H. Beyer', on the charge of
stealing a bicycle from Henry
Bongo who had left the bike stand-
by out on the sidewalk in frost of
hip house. Beyers worked out on
the Cairo road for A. L Atkinson
sad leveesl weeks after the theft
code the wheel to town sod took it
to the bicycle repair shop, on Third
near Clark streets to be fixed, and
was arrested.
Eva Johnson, colored, was given
one year for stealing $n from John
Rudolph a white farmer, out about
Ninth and Washington streets.
Olbe Hoghes, the negro boy who
stole the overcoat of At B. Clioat,
was ordered taken to the reform
school, and Mr. Mann W. Clark
e'n.trignated as the party to take him
up. Mr. Chost wair-inte Moles Nash-
ville gentlemen at Ogilvies store
some weeks ago, giving a coffee- de-
4tnonstration. He had hwig the coat
up and going for it found the gar-
ment missing. It wee afterwards
recovered.
The jury acquitted Will Jorles of
the charge of maintaining a nuis-
ance.
A verdict of "not guilty" was ren-
dereti in the case charging Albert
licswarcl, co' iced, with cutting his
wife Ads Howard. Toe negro won
an worked at the peanut factory and
her husband wanted her to go home
with him., when she refused, and
they fought.
One year in the penitentiary was
given Levi Calhoun on the charge of
perjury Calhoun threw a rock
through the restaterant window of
Joe Starr and when arrested and put
o teial in the police court *swore he
did not heave the ininsile through the
window. They proved he did and for
these false statements, he is flow :ern
over the road.
For Obtaining trinney by false
tense', E. Conkling was given
year in the penitentiary. He took an
Overcoat to !key 'Ackurtnan, the sec-
ond hand dealer of lower Kentucky
avenue, and claiming the garment be-
longed to hint, Sold same for $t. It
developed that the coat was the prop-
erty of James Loftin, and that Conk-
ling had stolen same.
Will Morris was fined $na and costs
for cutting Herbert Foster down in
the county one Sunday night at
church, during a quarrel they got into
because Foster happened to get in
the way of Morris while the latter
was trying to enter the edifice to at-
tend worship.
Ellis Deane got ten years in the
penitentiary for snatching a pair of
opera &nes out of the hands of
Miss Ella Saunders, daughter of
Police Judge D. L. sanders. One
night after the performance of "The
Rajah of Bhong" at The Kentucky
If is, Saunders aud her mother were
en route to their home hi the flats
at Ninth and Monroe streets. WItile
only a few feet front home Tirane,
slipped up behind tbteri Sin) snatched
the opera glasses and cast, prestnn-
ably thinking it was the purse of the
young lady with money inside. The
reason he is sent up for such a long
terns i-. because he has been in the
penitentiary once before, having fy‘en
given a term of three rearm dneiffl
,,t8gft for perjury. The present term
leas made heavy on account of the
furmer sentence of Dratte's not hav-
lite- reformed himo,
• There was disMitreed yesterday the
indictment charging James E. Eng-
lish' with to,his.own priv-
ate nee vanoey belonging to a whole,
sale botsse away from here, an which'
eetablishineet the accused represented
Pro-
one
in Paducah. After dismissing the in-
dictment it. was re-submitted to the
grand jury and a new bill will today
be brought in against bkm
iEnglisis represented the company
here-Mid- teld--meechanta _scer
thousand dollars worth of goods.
While these goods were in transit to-
wards here, the freight train was
wrecked near Dawson on the I. C.
track, it ad the goods ruined. The
house permitted Engli.h to settle
with the railroad+ for the loss sits-
by destruction of the goods.
The concern now claims English
kept part of the money collected
from the 'railroad
In buying a Purse for 'Xmas
you want something now and
nobby: see our line.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
LIGHT BILLS
COMPANY WILL DISCOUNT
THOSE ON METER AFTER
JANUARY -ST
Geosral Manager Bleecker Will First
Aicertain Cost of the Island
Creek Bridge
The new owners of the street car
and electuinLight companies continue
t‘: inaugurate new reforms reward-
ing the management of the concerns
as the time goes on, and yesterday
General Manager John Sleecker
stated that they had prepared an-
other which would become effective
the first of next apowth. That ta to
refund every “IiIIISIDer of electric
lights and electriksf power ten per
cent of the 'mesh) of 'heir monthly
bills provided the account is paid
by the 5th of the month fiflow log.
Heretofore the light company has
not been granting any discount what
ever to people using electric lights
and having meters in shelf building;
to register the exact number of feet
consumed by the tattoo it is to
only those on a fiat rite so much
per month for each Fght that the re-
fund has been. 'granted in the past.
Now the managernebt believes at
the meter people are also entitled to
a discount and Mr. flieeciser hag pre
pared to start thir new mien the first
of next month so that the e01111urn-
ers can get the discount on their De-
cember bill provided they pay same
by the stsh of next moue's.
About New Bridge.
General Manager Ilfeecker le re-
gard to the new iron bridge to be
put across !eland creek stated yes-
terday that he intruded conferring
with the board of public works and
ety engineer in order to see what
the new bridge wou:d cost, and then
take under convideratien the ques-
tion of whether or not *he traction
company would bear a portion of the
expense ineturrod by construetion of
the bridge.
In this COMIC ction the general mon
otter expressed that, the car CO In-
parry had just a 'certain amount of
Money they denired expending for
extension purposes, and that he
would first have to ascertain in de-
tail fuse exactly what the structure
would cost before they reached any
econchetion regarding paying part of
the cost.
The company intends to extend its
line across into Mechanicsburg next
year, if possibk. while Mr. Bleecket
said they had in mind many addi-
tional improvements, bat they had
to be gradually worked out into defi
nite form before any mention was
made of them. They intend spending
many thousands of dollars in putting
the line on the highest possible
standard. -o
Now Quarters.
The carpenters are daily laboring
in large numbers at the building,
406 'Broadway, which was formerly
occupied by the coseenstware com-
pany and which 11 being fixed up for
the offices of the traction, light and
gas'companies, all of which are con-
tro71 e d by Mr. Bleecker'so arm. The
new _offices-, will be the sweltest in
the city, and the management hopes
to get in by the first of next year.
Look through our suit de-
partment and select something
serviceable for mother's Xmas
present
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
use Salt Lake Route has just fin-
ished oiling its roadbed between Salt
Lake City and Los Ansrelen prepare.
tory to the running of the new "Los
Angelus limited."
NO MEETING HELD
(tcustinued from first page.)
_
watches up a few minutes in order
to convene at z:3t1 o'clock and then
adjourn so aer-fo prevent the repub-
licans having the majority. It did no
good to trick though, as the "egg
had been hid," so they had to file
away themselves and go home to
nurse their soreness.
Tonight the gotehring will be held
and all will be on hand. The reptils-
beans did not ;ntesul to go to the
meeting .last night if all ;heir side
was not there. No quorum could be
present under those circuenstantes,
therefore nothing could be, done.
A large crowd of spectators were
these and they. pronounced the trick
played on both sides wa:st equally
slick.
We have the latest M Kid
Gloves, elbow length, dressed, in
black and white, at $3 no.
_RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
THE RIVERS
River Stages.
Cairo-274, falling.
Chattanoogi-6.8, falling
Cincinnati-18.7, falfing.
Evansville-224, fading.
Florence-6.8, falling.
Johnsonvilletno, rising.
Louisville-7.8,
Mk, Carend--4.7,
Nashville--Missing.
Pittsburg-38, ionise
Davis Island Dtarts-6.2,
St. Loss—,6, falling.
At. Vernon-22 7, falling.
Paducah-23.o, fading.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river tins morning and
bye here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping airy on
her return that way. •
There gets‘out for Cairo this morn-
ing at 8 o'clock, the steamer,, Dick
Fowler. She will return 'tonight
about it. •
The John S. Hopkins left yester2
day for Evansville. She comes back
again tomorrow.
Today the "De Fowler comes in
from Evansville and starts immed-
iately on her return that way.
The Bob Dudley will leave Nash-
ville tomorrow .nd get here Sundae,
to lay then until Monday before get-
ting away on her return trip.
The Rees Lee left M'emphin'yes-
terday and gets here Sunday sa iter
way up to Cincinnati.
The Peter* Lee gets here Sunday
from Cincinati on her way down from
that place towards Nterrtphket,
Mr. Bert Vance and his force' of
men arc rapidly completing the
work of re-building the upper decks
of the sfeamer Chattanooga vallich
will be 5niehed+ in about two weeks
and started out again in the trade be-
tween this city and Chattanooga.
Tenn., Chief Harry Lloyd is helping
overhaul her. He will remain at his
trade until after the first of the year
when he commences getting things
in shape for next year's baseball sea
-
son.
Superintendent Young Taylor- of
the dry docks is working on th
e
Gate City and also a big barge 
be-
longing to the transferboat.
The City of Savannah is behind
again this trip. She will not pass 
out
of the Tennessee river until 
about
daylight this morning, en route bac
k
to St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo will not 
get
by until today for the T
ennessee
river.
Deinty Xmas gift. Keiser
Neckweer—Collara or Turnover
A beautiful assortment.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
Edward D. Roeche, convicted as
forger at Kalamazoo, Mich., cl
aims
to have been Ogden Armour's ccmfi-
dentist man on the Ohioan° Board of
Trade.
Initial Hand-embroidered six
Handkerchiefs to the box; ladies
or gents, at Si.5o a box
)rf RUDY, PirgLLIPS & CO.
• '
Cossacks wavIr in their loinilty to
the Rieetian goetIrrernient. thus* giving
rcnesited hope to the striking work
men, who feared the battle was lost.
Our line of Ladies' Handbags
has no equal in the city
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Tapan is threatened with a peculiar
strike Abort eight thousand stud-
ents in Tokio tat* of going home be-
came they are riot treated right
COLD DAIS AND BAD WEATHER CALL FOR THOUGHTS OF
SHOES
OLD •i-CK FROST WILL B GETTING IN HIS WORK IN A FEW DAYS 
AND HIS VISIT
PROMISL TO BE ONE OF LONG DURATION, THEREFORE IT BEH
OOVES YOU TO SEM
THAT YOUR FEET ARE WARMLY SHOD, YOUR SHOES WATER AND COLD 
PROOF, IF
YOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS.
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND THE BABIES, WE HAVE THE B
EST LINES
OF SHOES THE MARKETS AFFORD.
FOR MEN, THE FLORSHEIM, THE FAMOUS W. L. DOUGLASS, THE EDWIN
 CLAPP
AND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT MAKES
FOR WOMEN, WE HAVE THE BEST LINES OF $eoo, too AND $3.50 SHOES THOSE
PRICES WILL BUY.
FOR CHILDREN, WE HAVE THE SHOES THAT STAND THE ROUGH USAGE CH
ILDREN
PUT THEM TO AT PRICES TO ,SUIT.
AND FOR THE BABIES WE IIAVE OUR PRIDE LINES.
Lendler & Lydon
THE PEOPLE WHO SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE.
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of Silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and see for
themselves ow splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a laminae to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L WANNICR, Jeweler, 428B.way, opp. Palmer House.
NARROW ESCAPE.
RUNAWAY MULE CAME NEAR
RUNNING DOWN SOME
LADIES
t aSeal • Rile to Himeeif J E Dye
Sprung for Reins and Stopped
U e Animal.
Mr. J E. Dye, the popular rep-
regentative of the Buck Stove and
Rearge company of St. Louie, not
only makes a suceni at selling *trivet'
and rouges, but does pretty well in
the hero line also, and especially
when it comes to preventing injury
to young ladies of pt.:pos.-sing appear
The well known traveiog sales-
man has been in the city the past
day or two with Mtanager Harry C.
Rhodes, of the Rbodes-Burford es-
tablisden'int, which handles the
stove e of the St. Louis concern.
Yealkeday toortting Shortly before
noon Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Dye
were out about Eleventh and Jeffer-
son streets, en route to the former's
home for dinner, when there came
dashing down the street a runaway
mule dragging behind him the front
wheel of a lumber uagon A short
distance ahead of the two gentle-
men weer three young lovelies driving
in their rog. which was going the
stow-way as the mole, which was
coming up behind them with gretat 7th
speed. Seeing that the runasday
would crash the pair of wheels into ASK TO
the vehic'e of the young women, Mr. DOLLS TO
Dye ye:led at them to get their at-
tention so they could drive to one 
XMAS DAY
side. They could not do so in time.
arid realizing their imminent danger,
the traveling man leaped from the
sidewalk and rushing up to the run-
away mule with a lunge grabbed
the reins and hung on for dear life.
The mole plunged around all over
the street, dragging the brUITIITVEr
with him, to the great endangerment
of Mr. Dye's life and limbs, but he
clung on with bulldog tenacity. Fin-
ally otter much hard work he
but for the heroic work of tire drum
brought the mule to a start:um ill.
bug-
gy of the excited tadies, who would
when only a few feet from the 
havre. been 'craihed into and injured
After, s't-opping torli mole Mr: Dye
made fiitis secure 'ind then asaiste4
the ladle, who, oW• reroverinz
Wits, hearti'y thankel tl'cir re-ctive
and proceeded on- their way. 
The mule belonged to a lumber
firm anti had run away, scattered
timber for several blocks and then.
jerking away the front wthecle from
underneath the beet of the wagon.
You find anythingftt
se than to Keiser Collar for
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
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Jewelry Store
display windows for SPECIAL 'sale of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
 •
Toys and
Holiday
Novelties
THE MOST VARIED ASSORT
MENT IN TOWN.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
& Jackson Sts. phone 23e
• Clay Sta.. phone 31.
SEE Ili& LARGE
BE GIVEN AWAY
Come int
eft 41' ooro".x
Enid look aroused. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and like to
show them. We can
save you time, money
and anxiety.
Jalbiuin
529.531 Fourth Ave.
a
CIGARS.
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no no
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The taste of 'a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it If it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-bitin gtaste. If it is too
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.
Our cigars sOe kept just right
in all kinds of weather. The
reason—we watch them.
J. ti. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Seventh
11•1311111121L.- 'TA, •
and !tsv
Gov. Hants', of Indiana, it 's said
will proesed against all Auditor* of
state since't8oe for the mono of fees
collected frornt onsstrance companies.
A new law, apparently not enforeeds
provides for the payenttit of suck fl es
to the treaseree of the state inttead el
to the auditor.
„! I, •
`4-
slab
41.
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f AN UNTOLD STORY.
*IOW ONE LIFE ENDED IN
MYSTERY.
BY I. K. FRIEDDIAS,
'They warned hira when he enteredAche hospital that the operation •was
merous, that there was but little
ne of its success and that it mustdone, so to say, at his own riskBut he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without an,
change Of eipression. Then he said
curtly anti decidedly, although indif-ferently, like a man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well,em ahead."
During the week he rested in theprtvale ward of the hospital before theoperation the doctors, and more par-ticularly the nurses, found in him theelement of the mysterious that begin*he piquing our curiosity and ends byfascinating it. He was in the prime otWe, evidently cultured, refined and
-well-to-do; a Jeer of the finest type,oval featured, aark and strikingly
-handsome-so much was apparent onIA. surface of things. But all subtleattempts to pierce beneath that cur-
▪ and learn more about him hethwarted with an inscrutable smile orturned aside with a bored look, as Uhis affairs were of no importance to
aim and, therefore, could. be of no
'earthly interest CO aeYbod, else. ToMiss Marcy; the pretty Canadiannurse who cared for 12.tm, he seemedthe most remote, the most de:person she had eatr met in all '. :-seed professional experience. 'I.
ale saw of him the more she e.. .
why it was that life made no ft sihim and had no charms for him.fore long her wonder left her and ._vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-ed its place.
He had no visitors - and furthernenhe seemed to care about none, fa .he
rejected In his polite but perettiptineeway all' Mies Marcy's .giforta to setteetain him. He read nothing, Lot eventhe newspapers. and lay perfectly still.hie big blafk eyes fastened on the barewale the expression on his face fixed.trer...ovable and unvarying, e. if hismind were always considering thesame thoughts and were held in bond-age by them like a prisoner in the fotowalls of his cell.
The day after the operation, whichproved unsucceesful, as the surgeositfeared, his vitality ebbed Itor. WhePthe night came the interim beckonedMiss Marcy into the hall and said tobee:- "It is doubtful whether or netyour patient can live until morning. Ithink you ought to tell him so."She reentered the room softly, wait-ed a moment or two and then,
sure that she had herself firmlyhand, started to break the mourafulnews to him as gently and indirectlymoth. could, but before she had fairlybaso.n he cut her abort with a wave ofIds hand and ettid: "I know."
"There ma, oe somebody whom youwish to have here," she suggested.overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,looked reflective and he gave no an-swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he haltorgotten it, repeated her remark. •t
"No," be answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter toanybody" she asked,
Be hesitated a second, evidently pon-
• tiering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herselfin making him as comfortable as sheGould under the forlorn circumstance!,and then she inquired meekly, as if
*aid of a refusal in advance: "ISthere anything you want done."
'I would appreciate it," be saideagerly in a flash of returned vitality:you would brace me up againsttke pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placinghis box of black, 'thick cigars on thetable beside him. He lit one andpuffea away as coolly as if he had un-til all eternity to finish it, his bigblack eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse* In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing blackeyes made three Tice(' lights-two ofthem unnaturally bright
Now and then be laid aside his cigarand moved his lips as If about to epealc.The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,knowing if he spoke he would revealthe mystery that enwrapped him anddisclose the seiret that she dreadedbut none the less longed to hear. Buthe frowned, wrinkling his high fore-head, and fell to smoking again,
Miss Marcy suddenly became awarethat an awful battle was going on inthe dying man'n ',mart, that some greatoverwhelming desire commanded himto speak and that a pride equally was-terfel ordered him to keep his lipssealed. This battle and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which it was beingfought awed her, touched her with a
manse of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-ing them away from his lips as if tobegin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage In favor of pride, and he ut-tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if itsomprieed all time, as if it were pur-posely delaying its end for this manto speak. The silence became unen-durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, withoutwarning. Into a peal that would shakethe foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and bright-er, consuming the fires of his life as
ahoy burned; then suddenly, at theopproach of the dawn, they closed for-
mer, his last cigar dropped from hlemonth, 112 ine •rutab he smile flittedmoose his face Ralf to proclaim pride'svictory, and he passed wear, tokens his
estret with him, leering his
HIS FRIEND ED.
HOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOMMY
LA.TER ON.
One of the nicest boys in the officeIi Tommy Swilebart, but how he usedto bore us about his friend, Ed. Kemp-ley, when he first blew in from wherethe tall greet waves. You ought tohave seen hint -then. Honest, he looked
as if he was ;lust going to do a vaude-
ville stunt aed was dressed for thepart. I didn think they made thatkind of clothes any more, even inLichtenburg, where Tommy camefrom.
- Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over to me, ta give him pointers onthe work. Th.A1 he. noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, weere he'd laid itdown. "Where are you going to stay"he asked, and Tommy looked bewil-dered and said he hadn't P5und outyet. '`You take the afternoon off andfind him a plaee, Baader." says Wat-tles to me; ani so that's bow he cameto be my rootrn-.'Se.
"I guess Inn.
 etty green," saysTommy, as he tole:led eking with meto the joint "Ed. Kempley told attethat the cowed eat me it they saw meon the street Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Ed!" I yoked.
"Ed's my friend back in Lichen-burg," he says. It might have been,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he saidIt "His father runs the bank there,"be went on, "and Rd's in the bank
sow. We always run together a goo?deal. They don't make any smarterfellers than him."
"Oh. you'll catch on, all right" Ihim. I kind of took a fancy toh yew know. He looked at you likelost dog that's found somebody topat him-kind of scared and pet as ifhe trusted you and was tickled todeath anyway He thought the room
:Vas the .fpreistest ever, although Kt,list a nitiati 4ne room all to *niter
=id his father's "residence."
"I took him arotald to a barber
enep when we'd settled about the
room. His ,talr was lopping down
over 613 coat collar behind. Then we
went back to ten room and I showedhim how to tie his necktie. He hadthe ends just pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought downterekge the loop without vita aroundth%neck at all. You Itriowethe way.c. he didn't mind roe tedeng
WTI. always told him things like thatbd. was a dandy dreseer--sient mo-e
Mot on his clothes than any feller
n Vein—or his father did kir him.
Well, be certainly looked a wholelot teeter when I got throten with
Mm. And in a couple of months you
weunieet have known him for the
sante boy. He caught on all right.
ot that he tried to put on agony. He
easeet that sea of a chap. But he
kept Ms eyes open, and he coon got
to know what was what. The new suitbe gat, when be got one, wee a peach.
He cetit talking in the Rabe way bedid at first But the boys joshed him
a let. They all liked him. though. He
was Justas chummy as could be with
eve ye from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor.
But It was funny to hear him.
We'd be talking about roneetinng-lt
Wouldn't much matter what -when
'Pommy would chirp up: "A' friend of
mine back in Lichenburg, Ed. ;:op.icy-"
It wasn't aey use trying to breakhim of it. He'd prattle ea about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Ed. could do this, and Ed. could lie
that: Ed. was so-and-so and lather.#ad his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
-when he wrote to his folks, but(hero was only one time I ever heard
him ray anything about getting a let-
ter from him and that same night I
saw him slip something into an en-
velope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it
So bad Ed. pushed at me ter does
on to three years-and then Ed. cant*
rip to Chicago for a visit
I never Raw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't eat: he couldn't
keep tittle He hurried to see Mrs.
Barker about a room for Ed. And
he-even arranged to take him to din-
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going to treat me to a sight of theparagon-if I cared to sit up-and, of
course. I did.
It was close on to 12 ondock w
he got back. He rapped at the
and as he entered I started bereft
most scared. lie looked Vale and
queer and,
 
bed that old-dog look that
seemed 
-spy 'Don't hit me, plosive."
Then he said: "Bob, this Is my
friend, Ed."
dressed, pig-eyed, loud-mouthed, cheap,
Bo that was Ed.---that flashily
Jay sport! That was what he was.
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Tosimy tried te head elm off and
steer Wm where he thought the fel-low might shine. If he had had any
good points about him Tommy would
eertaelily have brought 'em out Biat
To y knew it wasn't. and was all
it Isn't any use, and I could Me
brolie up over it
. stayed a week. and Tommy
at to Mai like a brother. There
w 't anything he didn't do to mains
that skate have a good time. He
mititt have showed him off, but hedein't Finn he bragged about himW01110 than ever-for a time.
He said to me: "Ed. has changed
Rorke but that boy has got a heartlike an ox." Then be sighed.
"You're off. Tommy," I said. "Hehasn't changed. It's you. You've gotyour oyes open slum you've beenamisisaitcATA
 
raia
 us= tor,. --atiora Pea slim
'COMMUTER TESTS
MRS. COMMUTER.
"A queer thing happened on thetrain this morning," said the commut-
er to his wife. "I am going to put the
situation to you and see what youthink of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar-
ras on tne general cussedness of hu-
man nature. One was a pessimist, the
other an optimist. The optimist did
most of the talking.
" The average man,' said he. 'is bore
est. I will prove it to you right now.There are at least 50 men in this CM
and not one of them I venture to saywill claim anything that does not be-long to ,him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were,Indeed, a pretty decent lot. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. Howdo you propose to test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist. 'Ihave in my pocket a scarfpin that Ihave never worn. I only bought ityesterday and am taking it to townto-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I ani will-ing to give the impression that I foundIt in this car. If anybody has nerve
'enough to claim it as hisehe may haveIt'
"The cynic agreed to those condi-tions and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the op-timist, 'if anypody in this car has lost
anything recehtly?'
"The porter walked up and clown theaisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Lost property found-lostproperty found. Who does it be:engLa? This gentleman has it'
"Everybody looked through theirpockets and several persons elanned tobe poorer than when they left home.Three had lost money, one a watchcharm, isometiffy ,bunch of keysand &pother & otoojo-
 Presently
ile of the
up &Kir slid:
" 'By 'Norge! I have lost a iscsreyin!'; "'Mat kind of a pin was it?' askedOP' optimist
" 'It was an opal set to a gold bandof *Wan workmanSIIIP,' wee thereply.
-The optimist nearly dropped. 'Isthis it?' asked the optimist.
" 'It is,' said the man, and be tookthe pin.
"The optimist was disheartened. Mehad lost a valuable pin and hia faithin the honesty of mankind at the sametime, and the double blow was enoughto floor him. The cynic, although so(wetly delighted, was puzzled.
"'Of course,' said he, 'you can'tsqueal. You've agreed to let the fel-low keep the pin, and you're bound Inhonor to de, but I'd demand an en.planation if I were you. The circum-
stances are really remarkable, sad thatmuch is due you.'
"The optimist thought so tee, so hewent back and eat down bonds the
man who had niched his tdit.
" 'Sir,' said the optimist, 'then Is no
need for me to tell you that you are
an infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that that
ein does not belong to you. What I
wo dd like to know is how you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
• Then the optimist proceeded to re-late his previous conversation with thecynic. The ypung man listened withtees appreciation. He did not get
mad.
" 'Sir,' he said. when It cam, histime to talk. 'pOrhaps I MD 110t suck a
villain as you hink. I could describehis pin because it belonged to me. Ilost It five years ago. I have been look-ing for it ever since. I knew that I
should find it some time. la all thenyears. whenever I heard of a man find-ing anything, I have butted In with adescription of that pin, hoping that he
might have it. I have been particular-ly anxious to get it in the last two
years. I am married now and I wantto get the opal set In a ring for my
wife. I thank, you for returning it to
me.'
"The optimist listened, but he was
not convinced. 'I understand the sit-uation,' he said, 'but I still think youare a rascal. In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. I bought it yes-terday In good faith, and I considerthat it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the qemseioato the rest of the men in car. Opinion
was divedod. Some thought the young
roan entitled to the pin, others thatDiogenes had the best claim to It."
"I am surprised," put in the cotn
canter's wife, "that there should be anydisagreement. Of course it belonged toDiemenee. The ethics of the case arc
as plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex-cept that young man."
"Thanks," said the commuter. "That
was the point I wanted your opinion
on.,,
'rhere was a brief silence. Presentlythe commuter's wife looked at her hus-band's flushed face, at his wilted collar
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin?"
she asked. "I never saw it before. An
opal set in a gold band
-well, upon
my word! You don't mean to say-"
"Yes." said the commuter. "I do.I wanted the opal for you, but sinceyou think I have no right to it-"
"Oh." said the commuter's wife,
"that's different."-N. Y. Press,
The Old Question.
"Don't you find it a little emberrass-lug to be engaged to a widower?"
"Well, yes," admitted the young girlfrankly. "I do. Every once in awhileI find myself starting to ask hint if I
am really the first girl he over keyed."
-Louisville Courier-Journal.
Fermented Liquor.
The four states which produced thelargest quantity of fermented liquor In1904 were New York, 10,691.8'6a bar-
rels; Pennsylvania, a,123.936 barrels;
Illinois, 4,632.446 barrels, and Wilco*
sin, 4,036,292 barrels. 
_ •
CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS
nat Benefited in That Respect by
the Japan-Russia
War.
After the N% ar is over China findsherself in status quo as far as rail-roads go. The war is credited withLittle influence in producing the prac-tical deadlock in railway constructionnow obteining in the celestial empire.An adequate railroad system would bea wonder worker, so great are its Pos-sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-preciate the need of some railroadingto supplement the work of their can-als and coolies, they have no realiza-tion of the development of a countryby railroads. The amount of goodstransported by coolies and in northernChina by carts is almost beyond be-lief. In the interior of the greater por-tion of the country coolies and canalscarry all the freight. What this meanscan be understood fairly when it isknown that there is practically norailroad ~aloe at all in the morepopulous and richest parts of an em-pire of 490,000,000 people or more.Most of the roads are scarcely worthythe name. In the northern provincesthe traffic In carts of a rough sortdominates the entire movement ofgOihds to the seaboard. When water-are frosen • great part of theyear this is of necessity the case. ItIs In such regions that the first holdof the railroads has come. When themoire I. served at all it is served tsywateeireos. Along the Chinese coastMen le a series of navigable riversdown from the interior, aMOM which has few equals the Worldover. From the Yalu and Psi-ho atthe north to West river, passing
.hrough Canton in the south, theserivers seem to be formed to reach in-land from the coast, connecting notonly the coast cities with the interiorcities, but the interior cities with eachother Ira, way of the coast as well.About nUdway between the north and
'Math the great Italgtse reaches farInto the interior, navigable almost tothe western border of the empire, andSy It. tributaries offering still fttrtherconnections with interior points.These streams are supplemented byoaaabt, large and mall, until the wholeYears. and Yellow river plains are avast network of waterways designedoriginally largely for irrigatilin andnow used also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
-----Beauty and Fragrance of Inilmte Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in :ee seapeof leaves is among the ( eourceeat beauty In the world . aets, say,the Loadon_ Spectate: 'I b varyfrom the "ample" peg soaped leaf ofthe land!! Or the Oldie rubber plantto the intricate and esquisit• "cutting" seen in those of the asides-hairfern, the yellow briar-rose, the aeonthus, or the fig The"eutting" in tatdifferent species of parsley is amongthe most elaborate of all; but ft wouldbe oirlicult indeed to attempt to MysehIch is the most beautiful in feriaThe wild geraniums are as elaboratedas the parsley& In mom* foreignplants the leaf has the brilliant bus
commonly enjoyed only by fkiwers, thepoinsettias showing this in perfect toewith their pure vermilion leaves at thetop of the stem. In what are knownto gardeners as "foliage plants," main-ly from the tropical and subtnipical
regions, a scheme of color is given as a
rule, by the contrast in Unt of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with thetissues filling In the network so formed.Milky white, bright yellow, crimson.
or red usually marks the framewerk ofthe leaf, while the "ailing" is darkgreen In other plants this scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfume's. not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow.
crs and blossoms, arc often given outby leaves. There are those who pro-
fess to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than Inthe perfume of flowers; and thourhthis Is a matter of personal taste and
sensation, there is some reason to
woe with this refinement of the
Sense of smell. The odor of the lemon
plant, or of the leaves of musk, Ind.
above all, the perfume of the sweet-
brier leaves. are among the most
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't rind It
The neighbors having dropped In in-
formaliy upon the Suthrons during the
evening, Mrs. fluthron suggests that if
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Suthron, who has Ladulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentuckyjuleps prior to the arrival of the guests.
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in,dear?" hirwife calls.
Front somewhere in the darkness
comes the testy response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way twice
around this lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can find a
sprig of mint anywhere!"-Pittsburg
Dispatch.
Fore!
Here Is a little golf story from thetime of King James I. Pnince Henry
was about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant called out: "Beware thatyou hit not Master Newton." PrinceHenry drew back his band, but ob-
served regretfully: "Had I done so Ilied but Paid MY debt',"
HUBBY'S HARANGUE.
No, my dear, I am in no oondition togo out again to-nigiet. You seem tofornot that all day long I have beenen my feet, talking insurance to peo-ple uutil I'm hoarse, and all no thatyou can wear good clothes and live ina comfortable home. I haven't takenyou out for seven weeks, and you'resick of sitting around doing the mend-ing and wishing you were dead?By hokey, that's a woman! That'sappreciation for a man who slaves allday just for a woman's sake, andwhen he's so worn out that he can'tmove, and his ankles ache, and hisstomach ain't in good shape, and thebarber cut his chin three times, whichmay bring on blood poisoning-in fact,It feels very queer right now
-thenyou harp and harp on the subject ofmy not taking yoa out.
No, Maria, I don't want anythingput on my cuts. Leave my face &lonaI hate anyJne eternally picking at me
-I really do. And quit that
The least little thing which happensmeans you turn on the eater work&Indeed! This is the Ant night I'vestayed home, and for all I care youamid go without pleasure All yeas
nee. Bee bare Maria! I am out atellat, and why? Becalm kaat work-ing. vomit. 'Tlist's the moon! Talk.lag ismuniaos to men I ma% had dur-ing the day. Yes, I go to\ chile andhotels. I have to, in my business.U I didn't guzzle as much booze I
wouldn't need to make so muck mon-ey? Maria, your language is sicken-ing; tome is no word eSer a lady to useand It olits a Iola to Doer his wife.
whom he guards every way, get 'offany of that stuff. I said it when 1cams In with a bun ea, and told yenI'd had some of the best is tows? Awoman who artfully worms thinms-outof a person when he is so tired sad
weak from overwork that he Is kali
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At:the corner hersI took one glass of beer, to revive my-
self. end that is all. I seen like I bedtaken a bath in ft? Say, Mar* I hatevulgarity. The reason I came in quiet-ly w4s la order not te disturb you, andthe thanks I get are that you sit up inbed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside in the hall, I admit. andI out my light overcoat in the iceboxbecame I don't know where you keepthings anyway. and it seemed a goodplace. Keep right on laughing. ma-
diunWhall ! Perhaps I don't know that Ileft only one shoe and a bottle of ginin the hall and put the other shoe
away in the umbrella stand. where I
always hide thottles? Bah! I won'tdiscuss It. I'll take one of those
nickel torches I havoto smoke so thatyou can wallow in luxury and sit overhere and read. No. I'm not going to
read the dope. I don't even know
what you mean. Did I get theme cdgars
arlesiag' Ten t di. lie. :tefellowat wtrhoragisnickel 
usttell a fib sometimes: Stee'd fly clear'
up and hit the sky if I bold the treat
about 'em.) Why do you tura up yaw
nose. Maria? .Ycia know It don't make
a freckled pug Dose any handsomer.
Your father laughed and lanoted
when you told him snout my mif-de-
alai and es. nickel cigars? He said
they were 25 cents each and I samethave • pall if I get 'eta cheaper? Your
father is a confounded meddling old
Idiot! Said the gang In that new club
I'm In would trim me good, did be!
And I ought to have some one teach
me .o play pool and poker?
Lesone tell you, Maria. I ain't been
stuck for a game since I've been In it.
and, counting out drinks and smolt.'
a fellow's got to buy if he's a winner,
I quit all to the good every night this
week. and-well. I'm goink out!
Is that so? You were orly kidding?
Your father hasn't beta tire at al?
By love! Give me the InIocent, cling-
ing wife of my mother's time. • man
could live in peen. Oh, yes. Of course,
you think yotevamet it on me now,
Maria, just beeriest I sold what I d djust for fun. But a woman can neve;
see a joke. of course.
My mother never made nasty (-racks
and rnooped creund in in uneerhani
manner, tryi-eg to catch $ nun in r
lie. What? You and the had a good
lauga? She's the one who put you
next about the cistera and said I'm
my father over again, all right? Hum.
7alk about a phonograph! A woman's
got 'cm beat. Jabb r, jabber forever
about nothing! Rate! I sit here with
a high fever from the told I got
standing In drafts, tending to nusinese
and aching all 0Vbf. and when I get
on my feet every step is agony, lend
you don't care! You don't even-Holy
Moses! Is this Wednesday/ Greet
Scott! You'll have me off my nut
completely soon! Here the big Tam
many parade's coming off and I've got
to walk in It and cerry a fag on a
cane! I've got to go dear down to
Battery Dan's district to cieet the
boys sad march to Tammany hall
Whet-ell they think I am, and me ora
of
my feet 
care, I s'pose. Where's my tin:
and cost? Who took my &eves? died
gimme that 50 cents I gave you for the
The party could go t% ruin (Dr all
you'd
to walk are miles, am I?
e marshals?
I might need It. Spry enough on
refutes to bandy words with you
Maria! The party needs me, and I'm
on the job. see? I rot time to
argue It out now!-N. Y. Telegram.
Ruined by the Humorists.
"See here." demanded the publisher
of Anybody's Mseezine, "don't you
know that winter is over? Here's your
April number with six poems about ice
and snow:"
"Can't help it," slotted the weary ed-itor. "The newspaper humorists have
got thipgs at such a point that nobody
will submit a poem on spring.":-ChicagoSun.
ILSI-IT REAL! I:.
The tall, slim, cadaverous-bobin
Wm with the hectic flush and the slight
cough, the long hair and the black, and
somewhat ceedy clothing, walked hesi-
tatingly into the mangle ng editor's sane-
turn.
The humorous sheets call it "sane-
tum," anyhow, and they ought to know.
As a straight matter of fact, however,
the managing editor's den is uaually a
room exposed to all the winds of heaven,
'so to speak, to which all hands, fore andpi
sit, resort when they've no other plape
to go, and wherein they sit upon the;
edge of the managing editors &ea,
when he's trying to arrange a make-up
scheme, and breathe their hot breath
upon his hair and tell him the troubled,
vicissitudinous starlet, of their Urea.
" The managing editor.looked up anal-
ably at the apparition of the cadaverous-
looking man. It is true that managing
editors are invariably portrayed wits
heavy scowls upon their countenances
and with tnetr uauciareaceleo:u enn-
owl-looking paste pots and scissors ant
other throwable impedimenta. But it
doesn't matter how they are invariably"
portrayed, so long as the facts are nar-
rated.
The masagtag editor looked up with
a courteous smile. The man with tha
hectic teak gave a slight asset. He
did not bestow the cough upon an.yboder•i
in veneerer, bat he gave it
Then he reached into the breastpocket
of his seedy-lool.'ing ccat an, produoste
• roll of manuscript.
I "I have hers. Mr. Ctossimmas," ha
said, in a sepulchral tome. "a Poem upon
autumn which I beg leen to mama to
your consideration." -
The managing editor--
Now, just wait a Wants. • -
"1
If the writer of this absolutely vera-
cious story were to yield to the tempta-
tion to depart from the facts, and to
follow in tbe beaten path of the Profess-
atonal laugh-provokers, he would, to
order to attempt to make a little kit
for himself go on to narrate-
How the managing editor's face sud-
denly &mourned an expression of the most
appalling ferocity.
How, thrusting forth his foot, the
managing editor Stepped upon a spring
which hurled the cadaverous- too k IDSpoet out of the door and down the ele-
vator Omit, with much low
-comedybreakiag of gluts and other "business"
lif that description.
Or he we:n.1 u,t:" tee frenzied man-
aging editor in the set of leaping over
Cis desk and grabbing hold of the man
with the sepulchral voice, pounding his
msfeetueste heed against the wall with
suftelent force to male) large !adepts- 1
lions therein, and finally hurUng him to
the floor and stamping upon hits with
t.ob-nalled brogans.
Or be would show the managing Woof •
In the act of summoning four huge oz.'
movers of pianos, who would prompUy:
preemie to save In each and every slat
da Oa trams of the wretched victim of
Om geode fever.
I Or, inally, he would cases words el
the moat galling, shriveling sarcasm to
Issue from the curled lips of the man-
acle' editor anent all imbeciles of ama-
teur poets, the effect of which woad be
AO clause the cadaverous-looking verso
maker to make for the nearest stairway
at a lope.
' Jut the writer is not yielding to any
temptations elates/rem. Be is en-
gaged la the prosaic work of betting
down the facts of occurrences just as
they come off in real, everyday life, sad
net as they occur In the pages of the'
screasfully funny sheets that are la-
uded from the color presses.
; Theeefore-
"Ah," observed the managing editor
to the cadaverous-looking man, cordial-ly teatimes him to a seat. "That'',good. We've been • little sly on wee'1101able verse lately, and I'm glad thatyou've got something for um."
The eadareraus-looking man, whohappened to be not only a producer offluent and elegant verse, but • well-knows operator la real estate, andworth $478.000 at the ette7 lowest esti-
mate, and a Mae Who Italed extremely
well with elleryboff, ooltaesied with the
newspaper upstairs aid dOWn-the cie-daverons-70oking as sat down,
coughed slightly te the bowl of his hateand twiddled his theellits In an easy sortof way. etlm," murmured the manag-ing editor, as be ran over the manuscriptof the poem on autumn, "some tenderand touching sentiment in this, I per-osivelemournful breeze and swirlingleaves-russet brown through all thetown'-'cold gray skies and autumnsighs-the last sweet rose and the gar-len hose'-um!-charming We'll just
run this in large double column form in
wept type, on the first page of the sup-plement section, Mr. Snagrhyme, andI'm mighty glad you brought ft along tono-we were in need of just that featurs
et this time. By the way, how is thatlittle deal of yours In "reentit streetactended making out? Getting moneybunches, eh? Ah, a cl4ver little lot-salting scheme, that, Mr. Snag-rhyme-foxy move from the beginnings!"
Then the cadaverous-looking mansr-tied a slow, crafty smile, asked theinansgiag editor if he could spare a cou-ple of minutes to run down to the streetlevel to see If they couldn't find somemoist somewhere or another, and,upon the managing editor courteously,declining upon the ground of pressureof work, took his departure.
The above is the way the occurrenceoccurred.
The narrative may not
-in fact, it dosssot-conform to the rules and regale.lions set up by the funny persons of the-Ichthympaurtan age and strictly adhere&to by the vast majority of professional*orate Individuals ever since.
But that can't be helped.
-Washing-tea Star.
Mean Thing.
Mrs Hoyle-My husband has some-thing laid amide for a rainy day.Mrs. Doyle-Ill bet it Is my hum-lead's UMbrilia.-SIMI liVetese
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LE MULCAHY'S RISE
" IT BRED GRIT DIS-
COMFORT.
the days when the Mulcahys
ved in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
been the dominating force in the
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year In and you out until
he had amassed a savings account that
represented comparative wealth. Then
fortune, in the guise of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down in the
"Patch," with the announcement that
tile owner of the quarry was anxious
te sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent pf prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire be better their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously,
but all she would say was, "Yell have
to ask himself." 'Himself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-ject ou broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
wouid have to be good enough for
them.
,But their cocustent pleadings and
bemplablings finally won from their
thee 4 releetant consent to purrhase
bowl more meted to their-Improved
'nil. 14.OrdWaeilaltillgellelet.lide.7
Ann; Juliette-SID lair  Sulfa.
and Marionette, who had beam Maggie,
Uatly on a residence In ah ex-
clusive od fronting a small
parkw mliy Packed her
few b con-
trol of 
A sigh. The 
beets *Med teem
Jere 
.three tilauatterd.
anti 
.Upotile, for their sopertli-
oertiln to be more persoul,
an that of her hushend hail been.
Frew menetg elel night it Woo Wilt-
acting in the how, of Mules,'. The
brae girls were dieponten.tede They
ould not step tedthowleage. 4114111-
Ives that the real reason foe timer
isqliet was the Thee Alio the •sepellttY'
bleb they had expected to be gladly
ved in, once they had left thee
eh," had taken absolutely So mo-
ot them. Not one of their new
e hors had called on them When
• sauntered forth in the afternoons,
lines in their finery, they met no one
etto knew them. They were lonely,
• rately loueIy. They threw all the
,• for their lack of social success
their poor rnotber. Their childish
• d of their father prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
medially hated the elaborato17 deco-
rated moms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ana," he
maid dubiously to his wife, -but I'd
like a place whet? I could smoke in
pesos. Mary Ann wool let me smoke
tios parlor and Julia won't let me
• in the library, and Maggie
.n't let me smoke en the porch, and
lady out yander"-he pointed in
direction of the kitchen-ewmet
it me set me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
ve to endure, until easily her health
gave way under the strain of towe-
l/MS and worry and a real homesick•
sees for the place she had called home
for so long. Marion promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
We She suggested it to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
he few of whom the haughty Marion
was afraid.
"I think that yo-ir mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
H. bold an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
to latter announced that he would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that be
wogki not tell one of them ware they
are going. The three stormed and
lied. but their father was adamant.
Net a Word did they hear from them
•r three weeks. By this time they
were ip a frenzy of fear lest death had
Overtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Juliette met down town old Mrs.
Daly, WOO had nye.: next to them in
the "Tata.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
It with her first eenteaee: "I thought
you ,-,ere away while your father and
mother were over in the old house."
"In the old house" cried Juliette.
-Where else but in the old house"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And It's a fine
sight better your ma is since she came.
I suppose you'll be over now that
you've come homer
lUnder cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
• muse that they had never expected to
forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door. Mrs. Muicshy
loleked up from bar knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them come In. The three
had not waited for the Invitation. They
bad already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before them. They wept, they scoeded,
they cajoled, they pleaded, they threat-
ened. But Jeremiah and Meer Ian
were unmoved.
we'll re Ale here whenever Tr*
"It's ors." said the old , "egg
, You can stay or you esa go. We
are going to end our days in comfort
Xee have what you want. We are
eking to take what wa want, for a
oesnee. And if you slow any mind
he 'the other house. If you'll
not to 1 , I'll make you come back
mind orrs ewe htelos• see hos, ...
to oureeocs well divide oie- tune be
tween the two places."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Jellette, who had been Julio and Mar-
guerite, who had been Maggie, accept-
ed the decision of Jeremiah in silence.
The old man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked at their mother re-
proachfully, but she was humming
Softies limy stared at their father
eingrily, but be was smoking his pipe
Again and reading his newspaper.-
IPSO karma.
;
AN EGYPTIAN
QUICK SHAVE.
"Give me a quick shave," said a man
who had wandered into a strange-
looking barber shop In lower Washing-
tone
"Yes, sair," replied the Egyptian
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the customer's
coat and- waistcoat.
"Hold on! I asked for a, shave," ex.
claimed the customer.
"I shave you, sair," said the barber,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
Wearing apparel.
Then its removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tucked it down.
"What are you going to do?" dr
mended the customer, now a little
frightened. "Is this the way to givb
a quick shave?"
"I make you feel plenty of good."
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jackknife with a large Inlaid ebony
handle containing a fan and a 'Mott°.
"He's going to cut my throat,
thought the customer. "I'd better ken
quiet and perhaps I can earnpe. 1Is a quick shave with a vengeance.1
lose my train, aziovraa."
It was one alleviatites that the NIP.
tor w as not loquadopi. He went about
his work serioelify and Methodically.
He poured some drops of an aromal.
ic tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's chest. The nett
thing was to levestiaate certain mo
and in one or two camajo emit
hairs with a pair of trespasses and
ply a dab of ointrneut.
Them Warm • gilt shaving cup 74-
scribed with shorthand Is id
Arable he latheree ehe shoo"-
ders,and lower back of of tie
customer and procieedee to shave wait
tbe jar:Janice, which wry' fairly eh .
' "By the wey, is tied 011 operation Mir
tapproulleitior asked the customer wl
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think e
an a( ior gots," to wear a low neap
toga it, the forum scene."
"I shave good Egyptian style," re-
plied the other serenely, and fetchleg
a silver basin with a .semeci
opening to fit the neck he placed it
der the patient's chin and booked .sp
• chain around the back.
The effect in the nurror wan of a de-
vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever. seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing • clock Is the aslr-1
roe. "You've only been at this quick
shave for 35 minutes. Do you geaerialy
make appointments by latter?'
The face was slaved tidos in the
space of 16 minutes, and the man 4n
the chair had hopes of escaping. Ho
reckoned without knowledge, tor the
infants' basin continued to be yoked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools. 1
One of thew • mirror and probe I
combined, searched the secret places of
the ear and cleaned it out. Another in I
strurnent shaved the inside of the ear,
which was then scented and rumbaed
The same tool did a delicate job on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the
center.
"A dental surgeon, too," mannered
the almost resigned patient, as the
barber pried his mouth open scraped
the t•ock of Ms teeth with satall steel
hoe DM tallirtrng • roil of Wipers elm
bark used It as a tliothbrualL•
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patisat's tongue
was seised by sliver nippers and
scraped by another instrument.
"I lx your finger L,ail in your foot'!"
asked the artist SA this juncture.
"No, no; you've done enough to me."
eeclaimed the customer. "Let the rest
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair tut, Instead of a quick
share, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned uty skull."
"Egyptian- barber; do everyting."
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were as
orange flower scented face wash
asointings of various sorts, combine
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of the
hair, with perfuming, anointing ant
combing, and a squirt of some fragrar
11,101 into mouth and nostrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid
shave up to ojie hour and eight min
utes.
"What I/ the damage" said the cut
tomer as he was reciothing himself.
He felt himself in fact much fresh
ened and exhilarated after so man)
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents," replied the
swarthy artist, naming a higher price
than he charged to compatriots.
"Say that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American. adding a ten-cent gratu-
ity. But you ought not to advertise
it as • quick shave, old man."
"The quick Egytian shave," said the
harbor -Washington Post.
Servant's Long Service.
The following announcement ap.
peers in the Geneva papers: and
Mme. Eidouarti Monou regretfully an-
nounce the death of their faithful serve
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle T'homasut, who
ee-etse or Our flinie
for the last 76 years in succession "
The aged servant was 89 years old
at the time of her death.
Chtuch Saved from Sands.
The ancient church of St. Man
(Cornwall), which was recently dis-
coVered in the sands at Perran, Is
about to be restored. The cherch lMaeda near an ancient town of Cierie
wall, long show loot In the sands, sat
Is cooMtlered to be by far the NOM*
the
•
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AN ANCIENT INDIAN JA.
Rare Specimen of Crockery IteceiffId
Discovered in the State of
hew York.
R. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., w le
stalking deer during the hurt hunting
season at the Little Falls of the upper
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
Piseco, caught in a heavy downpotu
of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
from the storm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there hit
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it it gave forth a hollow sound. His
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. Al
Its largest circumference it measures
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches,
The circumference of the top or mouth
of the jar is 24 inches.
The vessel on the inside bears Gigue
of use, but the outside !thews no trace
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
bottom is rounded. The ornament&
tlon around the top is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery-that is,
a series of straight and diagonal lines
The jar still bears the ewes that had
gathered on (he rounded bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, audit ramp on so
count or the shape of the tom, width is
cut in three curves, for-tog three
points, which give it • triammilar ap
Pel nceit. singular fact that the three
largest specimens of Indian pottery
now in the valley were found in the
lake region of the -'foothills of the
Adiroriaclue-the Richmond jar, the
Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
The Horracks jar is in the possessior
of W. Max Reid for the present and Is
an interesting study. It is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter-
osted in the life and affairs of the
"original Artierimmui" is of equal value
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
It is not generally known that the
revolutionists, bent on making Rands
a republic, are grounding their belief
that the Muscovites will accept this
form at government on the fact that
at one time there were a number of
republics in the present absolute em-
pire. Chief amens them, says the Cou-
rier-Journal, ware the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the 11111110IIM41 territory
from the White ma and Debut to the
Volga and the Sea of Pelpus. Other
republics were the states of Pskoff,
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grebe duke of Moscow.
In those ituesiga republics of old
real republimialem obtalaed, according
to the ProPagande literature of the
revolutionists, sow setettorell heoadeast
over Russia. The poorest sitises had
as much voice In the golurumust as
the richest: absolute majority at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign stairs. When an edictal
was accused of wientedoing alA thiet
!sena sat In itelgibeet On bitn sat
tided by their votes whether he should
be retained or should lose his (Alicia!
head. The minority had to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
president or pe nee, as he WOO called
elected for meteral years, held °Mee
only with the proctor) that he °mkt to
dismissed at a moment's notice If he
misbehaved. Even the church author-
ities and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all had to submit to
dictation from the polls.
WORRY 'OF LEARNED MEN.
The Electern Hypothetis
of Much Concern
Electricians.
a Source
to
It apparently matters much to thee
professors_ what matter is. Prot
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ex-
pounds the electern theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by progress of experiment and
theory the electeru hypothesis in its
ultimate form should continue to gain
ground, if it finally should prove un
avoidable to accept the view that mat.
ter consists entirely of electrons. mast
and momentum would cease to be
what they now are in our Ideas, quan
titles strictly invariable. The predi.
leetion and confidence with which see
once has for centuries aimed at a do
scription of the physical universe in
terms only of matter and motion were
based chiefly, though half unconscious.
4y, on the idea of mass and momentum
being invariable, images or pictures of
invailabie elements' of reality itself.
This idea, says the Chicago Tribune,
fundamental to our whole mechanleal
conception of nature, would litirhik into
an fleasion In the light of the new
theory. A great advantage would be
that whereas' it now seems almost
hopeless to involve electromagnetic
phenomena in a description in terms
only of matter and motion, the unity
desired in our picture of the physical
world would then be !secured by putting
It in terms of electerns and motion.
How She Came.
Sho brie lee a, sa a Journey.
On the seat by hi* arid on the One In
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she would not have ob-
lected to conversing from sheer wean.
nem. But they had somehow failed
to avail themselves of their opportuni-
ty to talk with a pretty girl.
"Did yea come by easy stages?" in-
quired a friend.
Recalling the two silent fellow voy-
ages, she replied with a shrug:
'441.4), bt • slow coaches! "-N. 0.
Ilmea-Demoarat. 
_ .
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.
She of Wales Knits Husband's Socks
' and Seas That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things In the management of her
household which she does not under-
stand and many which she personally
superintends.
The prince se has no liking for sit-
ting with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Wales'
socks, but lees that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after a long day's shooting, returned
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but-
carefel wife that she is-the princess
would not give her husband any until
'te had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
anxious that their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest lines pos-
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
'of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable In-
s for Finding Nest-
ing Peoupd.
--
Durtng the summer months, from
May to August, the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach. Thry
come poseibly -hundreds of miles, sad
If undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same 'lace year after
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the algid and
make their nest in the sand Nat shim
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandhill, but a few
feet away.
They dig the bole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
grit filling it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending in August, from 90 to 186
eggs. 
Duringthe summer I found and
brought into camp 2,755.e. I put
some in the sand near ear camp and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in threw days more. The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always a mystery to me
how • turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distance
out ,it sea it all looks alike-just sandy
ridges, with sernb palmetto and coarse
graze.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes elear to
Bedag Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler 'nitre o: it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to tee shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outfit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Ceti-
castes, tea from China-only 400 mike
swat, and brought by a sledge m
droaky by the 'overland trade roetes
first opened by Peter the Great-and
many kinds of goods from Germany
such as kodaks. photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with ons
of the first-class bartems. in the went
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shIvo and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a copulation of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches sad public buildings
re any English oadienerican town with
five time.: the neoote Of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing, building and contains two
faculties-tdoee of medicine and law
This capital, In fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire"
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the DOWOOMS,
thousands of year', old, have been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time. In the course of ages, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorch!ng for a couple of Inches' depth
or 90 the almost fireproof bark. The
names having carborlud that much of
the bark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed an
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Mark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett - Young McSeeeley, who
went through the fortuae his parents
1-e se-- les- erre/es-I to any for steal-
.-
Gauss- -What degeneracy! His fath-
er never thought of taking less than a
million.--Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn-And did you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York?'
Wabash-Well, I don't know that I
shook it from my feet exactly, but I
know I got rid of all the dust I had, ail
right-Yonkers Statesman.
CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
Six-Mile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander -Peck, a well-to-do farm-
[it, three miles south of this city, be-
lieves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
in this city, and has for two years.
When the footeall mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
lifter to join the Alexandria team, an
he was of athletic build. and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disfigurement.
"I need the exercise," was' the re-
joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck, pere, was equal to the enzer-
genoy. "Hereafter, my son," said he,
"instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and home
in the evening, you can walk. If that
. does not furnish you sufficient exercise,
S can find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
s' For alroost two years, winter as well
summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three miles away, and
borne in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially It
has been a losing game for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
ing is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise," and if he continues to hank-
er afeer membership in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it to
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
its iron supply. It will be just the same
with Iron as with wheat. A decade from
now Comets will outstrip all other coun-
tries in wheat growing. The production
of iron at a, cheaper rate than it can be
made elsewhere will cause Canada to
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerned. In ben years Canada will
have become a n mat metallurgical coun-
try. You will see an iron industry in
this dominion larger than in any other
country in the world." Thus teeth Dr.
P. L. T Hernelt, the French metallurg-
ical expert, laveetor of the electrie
pro esmeltbig rained in his honor,
Pig iroll, %or is the basis for struc-
tural and L "At present Can-
ada spends 'KW ,* to $60,000.000 In
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel Ira this country out
of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what it mesas! The re-
tention* In Canada of $60,000.000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other chimes of the prod-
uct which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and tbe creation in this
country of numegous other ladustrtes
more or lessdependent on iron and r — ..
BS Sweden the quantity of ore is
clan t to supaly the markets of the world
for 100 years. 1 should say Canada has
three times as much."
 
 —
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colo:ado Ranchers Come Upon a
Bind That Is Bare and
Valuable.
The spectacle of 30 elk Wade an in-
closure is Something rarely seen en
this country, but nevertheless such a
eight has been Witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within •
few miles of Pinedale, says. the Denims
Republican.
Mrs. M. J. liVestfall has a school sec.
don near the bead of Willow creek,
which Is entirely fenced, making an
inclosuie a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and a
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
eight Into the herd, which immediately
fled and followed the line of the fence,
maeing no atunipt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordlearily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
1 Johannesburg Court lendingDismissed because he had married, a
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and $166 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree.
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immerge and contrary to public
policy.
His Happiest Hour.
He-Do you remember the night I
asked you to marry me?
She-Yes, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Ab! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"-
Bobo 414) Pests.
Eri,s
Nurse-i&'
br at 761i a
,,
0-- ft• •
pet▪ ition bas1141.-r•
—
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, COM1 on -
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats m cock
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank le
Brown, avan.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over (einem Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone tee
Residence, 1119 Broadway.
Phone xaci.
Office phone 251, :Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
\
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hatd
it.cm7es ar-20.
Ittir-r2ithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
2 8-22n Court street. Old phone 1301.
Clem Fraosioli.
h1 acing wagon tri connect-me
E.I-1. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Mont ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abetrac4ng of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation at.:
Real Ratate Law.
7. B harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Porn, 13 anti te Columbia Building,
Old Phone tog.
3. IL HENDRICK. J. G. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble. •
LAWYERS
Rooms t, 2 and 3 Register
523 z-2 Bloat way.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both °hones es.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
wtti, CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL Mint
RTORFS.
• 11/Dr. B. T ;
Office with Dr. Rivas & Rivers, is
Mort hFifth, Both Phone me
Residence tott Clay, Old Phone viie
Dr B. B. Cirittith
piignes ar at cecidene. Office boor%
ART 8711.1 :C
dote onune see at the office, 1'
j. lele•tirne
•1•110
C'cIl e
FintritN( & Ri4;f- •
eoluoebia
PADUCAH. ET.
eel
••••••••
at s 100
Card Cases, Pass Cases 4 and Bill
too all Leather Samples to select
from.
Your isInme and Address in Gold
Letters.
An Ideal Christmas Present for a
Gentleman
M'PlItitSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REACALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Friday Morning, Dec. i, igos.
LOCAL 'NEWS
—Mr. L. P. Bmthaser is quite ill
at his resifferice.
C. E. Perryman will to-
day return 'frogs ,Temple Hill,
where he baslibeen for two weeks
pan conducting a revival meeting at
the Baptiet caurch. He writes that
the greatest imeetingJever held "t'
wee tlieiesult of his work, niz..
version* balsa effected.
—Undertaker Fret Roth :
fined utter •4). -:istrt -attacla ot
St les „home on NOith Sixth sija•-•
near alionroe.
A pretty dress wouid be some-
thing nice for sister's Xmas prol-
e net.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
,
,
•
I
To Policy Holders.
We wish to notify our patrons, the
public generally, through the daily
press, each agent rigning the notice.
dirt -commencing on the first day of
January, 406, all policies are due
and payable when the insurance is
effected or upoti deiivery of pokey in
person or by nail
BOARD OF Lr,cA L
UNDERWRITERS.
Why not a nice pair of Silk
Hose for Xmas— e pure Silk at
81 oo a pair
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO. -
Benefit Dance.
Monday evening, December A,
1905, at Brenswick hail, of Bret'
way. ..Auspices Ditesion ais A. A. eif
S arid E. R. whose mem=
bees are l r.t oft 'by the transfer
company. 'Tickets soe. Admit lady
and gentle•nan.
- 
-- 
We show the largest line of
Fancy Silks in the city and •
nice S:lk Waist or Dress would
surely be appreciated by mother.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Picture Frames.
We hare received a new stela
of moulding Xmas triunes aid
*are employed, experienced mate
who will fat all Airk out promptly.
Brunson's Art Stare, 423 B'way.
— 
--
A new line of Macy handleSilk Umbrellas just ie for Xmas
trade
-43 oo tie $6 49 .
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
• 
-Christmas Offering.... ,
4- L. Brunson Ile Co, offer blooMi-ing plants, for Christmas, as follows:
tm e Cyclamen, Ultra
,6111reis , al;
• its ppese, armula (3. gari•Aceit).
In foliage plants—A Ant assort-
ment of Palm., Ferns, Asparagus,
NOirfolk Iceland Pines, etc. 
• rlicitly wreaths, Evergreen wreaths
and wreathing, Christmas Bells.
Plants will be on display on and
after Thursday, Dec. atst.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.,
423 Broadway.
Do you want something nicefor Xnuis. Look e our line ofpurses--er oo to Sio.00
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
- — 
--- - 
 
Colored Silk Hose in beautiful
shades at $2 oo a pair.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
A nice pair of our Ladies' or
Men's Slippers would twin niceXmag present.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
kfpuig4,ra‘thousht how nice apretty pr of lace Curtains
would he .for Xmas, at Si oo ib$io.00 per pairr
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Our .ine of Si 02 Umbrellas isa beauty; quite a nice Xixaspresent for the money.
RUDy, PHILLIPS & CO.
Fine lettuce for 'ale; tender, crispand cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse,Porteous Bros.
--
A special valise arld selection
of back and side comb(' is now
offered to you for your Xmas
selections
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. E. Rehkopf has retierned
from a visit .o his son, Mir. Henry
Rehkopf, of :,lemphis, Tenn.
'Mrs. Thonia.3 Hall, nee Miss Irene
Scott, ie here front Jackson, Tenn.,
visiting -her riother, Mrs. M. K.
Scott.
Col . Guti ; Singleton and wife
have returned from a visit in Daw-
son and Clarleville, MITI%
bil-Ssfs. G. W. and John Ruff are
in the city. a-hey are the traveling
r ipresentatives for Mis sissippi for
the gebikopf Saddlery' company.
Mr. J. E. Dye, of the Buck Stove
and Range corapany, is in the city
visitilig the trade.
Mr i Buck Mount, of Eddyville, re-
turntd heme yesterday afternoon af-
ter *ending t11.2 da,e here.
..teitge E. W. Whittemore has re-
turned from Gr-tnd Rivera, where he
itteaded the t1 neral of Mc. James
'Editor Will Arste, of the Wa-
liererae JOUT110, ‘,: St. Louis, is in
the telly.
Dios. Wan. Marble yesterday went
to Flryiteetort to spend the holidays
and attend the wedding of her niece,
Miss Orrabetla Powell, of that city,
to Pr. J. .Louis Griffin, of Gaines-
ville, Texas.
Certractor Katterjohn
went to Chicago last night on busi-
ness.
Mr, James P. Smith was in Eddy
vitle. vcsterday on business.
, Mr.' Daniel L. Adams yesterday
--wed from a trip to Mayfield.
-idle R. T. Lightfoot, Magis-
te John Thompson and Connty
Road Suipervisor Bert Johnson yes-
terday west to•St. to buy
we/ea Ow foe, the coIi roads.
Mr. W41 Carer. of Sant Barbara
Cal.. is visiting Dr. D. F7 Reeder,
his cousin.
Mr. Moses Bloom continues to
improve at St. Louis.
Mr. Kinfron Wilkins, aged 65
years, died of pneumonia at hia
home near Synisonia, Cripolies county,
and w-al. buried yesteedge His wife
died last wee,k of coneantiption.
Hon. -Saiitialt"Cross.tand, of May-
field, is in :the city on business.
1 I oo. j 413.-fiveight. of Mayfield.
ai tire qity.ri
Mr. °tittles Fist, the igntsmith.
-:oes to Cairo Sunday as business.
Mrs. }tinter /toile, of Fiyette.
Mo.. is visiting her parents. Mr.
srul• Mo. George WY i ght .
afiaa.'Maude Pasf.rd, of Chicago,
yesterdaY went to Streninghans, Ala.,
after recovering from three weeks'
attack of typhoid fever which attack-
ed here while she was here and dur-
Wig wirioh time she was at Rivers*
leteeitai.
' Mr. Edatusi Grouse and family.
of Raleigh, N. C., are here th speed
the holidays. Mr. Grouse trails
for the Winstead Medicine compeity
down there, but was formerly a shoe
raker for Rudy. Pkillips de Co
M. Virgin Berry yesterday wen'.
e, White Plains, Ky., on business
Miss ()die Puryear will today ta-
turn keen visiting at Vasdaila..
Mr*. Yachria, of ladiaaapol!s,
Ind., is visiting h-r brother, Engin-
eer Louis Siegle, of South Twelfth
street.
Lawyers Wilkam Marble and John
G. Lovett were in Eddy/ere yester-
day on business.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagornaraino.
Have you thought how nice a
Fur would be for Xmas? Lag usjust show you what a beauty
you crn buy for the
RUDY. PHILLIPSt17CO.
---- — 
Oliver Typewriter.
Nearly new Oliver Typewiter with
year guarantee for oak at reasonable
price. Call at set Broadway.
BOYS make men, but clothe,
made for men will not do for boys.
We make a rIbtedy of boys and boys'
eilothing.
While theyhsve a.yolithful swing
—that undefinable something—that
makes them boys' suits, they hays
the strength and wearing qualities
absolutely essential.
111111111111111WINII, 
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MANAGER MEYERS CLOSED
DEALS FOR THAT MANY
BASKETS.
Retail Establishments Commence to
Keep Open After Nightfall This
Evening—Business World.
1Pelittif ANTS!'
—
TOICR RENT — Nice furnishedS at o2a Jefferson. Phone 1735.
Manager Jotm L. Meyers, of the
basket factory in Mechanicsburg,
has returned from Chicago and Mich
igen, where he has been for the past
ten days. While there he contract-
ed to sell different parties 5,000,000
baskets that are to be delivered be-
tween now and next September.
The business of .be basket and
box factory is growing so rapidly
that a rearinnoth additicea is being
constructed to the plant in Meehan-
iscburg and -additional machinery
will be installed to meet the de-
mands,
Houses Keep Open.
Commencing this evening the re-
tail merchants down in - the city will
begin kieeping cipert after nightfall
in order to acconarnodate the holi-
day trade. The Illinois Central pay
car comes in this morning and pays
off the employes, it arriving here a
few days earlier this month in order
that the men can get their money in
plenty of time for Christmas.
Stone
Yesterday t Yipkted
here the deal that . on the
past few weeks whereby Paducahans
and others buy the West Kentucky
Stomeseseapany of Elkton, Ky., and
take frtire control_ Yesterday the
concern 'VAS reorganised and Mr.
L. Hayden, of Hopkinvville, made
president; Samuei Givens, of Padu-
cah, vice president; Dr. R. R. Wins
ton, of Paducah, secretary and treas-
urer; A. .12.: Givens, of Paducah,
neral manager and superintendent.
he local' people see well known
business men, while the outsider it a
well-to-do and pronsinent man.
The stone quarries of the company
lay out about one mile from Elkton,
and the quality of ettestone is said
tc be _one of the finest in the coun-
try, equaling the famous Bedford
stone of Bedford, lad. The new
owners will ionnediattly enlarge the
plant and commence getting out the
stove in large quantities.
Budd Addition to Mill.
Messrs. George C. Weace and
Robert Phillips, ownere of the Dixie
knitting mill at Eighth arid Jones
streets, will tomorrow let the con-
tract for the big addition to be built
to titter plant so they can install
more machiliery andeurnaeu enonel
stock to suppfy Ott muidlY growing
trade. The building will cost about
$esoo, while the valuable machine-y
has already arrived.
A pair of oar Long Kid Gloves
would make a most acceptable
eft.
RUDY, PFIILLIPS & CO.
POLICE _COURT
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street. Ap-
Dr. P. H. Stewart.b ; •
51
SALE or for rent-837 Jef-
fernan skeet. Posessicm at once.
Mineral:se.
FO,Rt RENT — Apartments in
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broadway.
Bath, heat and lights. Furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
custodian, at boilding, or ring 402.
FOR RENT—Three rooms on
ground floor for housekeeping, one
square of postoffice . Address "R. J.
ltb" this office.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
Mies Runge public stenographer,
Paimer Howe.
FOR RENT—A newly papered
four-room bouse, closets, large pan-
try. Apply next door, laao South
Seventh street. Old phoen 1432.
WANTED—Gentleman or lady
with good reference, to travel by rail
or with a rig. Salary $1,072 per year
and expenses; salary paid weekly and
expenses advanced Ackfrees with
stamp, Joe. A. Alexander, Paducah,
Ky.
Things were pretty dull yesterday
morning for Judge Sanders, as there
had not been any arrests the day
and night before, therefore there
were re.) prisoners to be tried, sr no
session of the police kourt was held.
This is the first time the judge has
missed a criort in a long while, ex-
cept tla, irolidays.
Barbers Scrap.
Yesterday at noon an exciting
scrap took place in the barger shop
in the Srookhill building, at Fourth
and Broadway. Kelly Avant and
Dave Mkutes,..feetirlaohned, got, into
a quarrel regarding Morton claiming
Avant did not pay one of the bar-
bers all that was coming to trim.
Avant knocked Morton in the herd
\vat) a shaving mug, when. the latter
:t gun and Avant then- started
at him with a razor. Officer Thad
Terrell was standing at the corner
and rustling in arrested the two, who
gave bond for their appearance in
court this morning.
Nothing nicer than a pretty
Fur for Xmes--Si.00 to $30.00.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
LONG DRAWN OUT
AVE NEGOTIATIONS.
Tokio, Dec. 14.—The tradiness in
the conclusion of the negotiations at
Perkin between the representatives of
the governments of China and Japan
is causing uneasiness here amosty the
Chinese res ts. It is feared tOat
Rum K 0 who. represents Jaian
haw 'made s pAposition which is
viewed in time light of anotirr ho-
miliation by China". .
Don't fail to look through our
art department for fpncy pin
cushions and novelty Xmas gifts.
Pretty Pillow Tops
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
FOR SALE—One fine oak bed
room suite; at ooce. 320 North
Sixth street.
THE KENTUCKY
There are 200,vatancie• at Annap-
olis and young men ere wanted to
fill them.
TELEPHONE s411.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Saturday, Dec. 16
AMERICA'S GREATEST RURAL
COMEDY
"ALVIN JOSLIN"
LAUGH.
YELL,
SCREAM,
HOWL
itlo LAUGHS
N
ago MINUTES.
Scenic Effects Unconvertible.
Most Laughable Comedy Ever
Written.
Prices—Kasinsiej Children r
Adults sc. Night prices: ac, 3$c
soc and 75c
Seats on sale Friday at g a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE* sall.
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E D STAIR PRESENTS THAT
FUNNY LITTLE FELLOW
GEO .GIE
511DNIEV
With a Big Beauty Contingent in
Busy Izzy's
Vacation
AN ALL NEW ONE.
The Kind of Glee You Like to See.
The kind of costumes that please the
eye.
The land of music that makes you
whist le.
Thu great big show of Ginger and
Snap
so CLEVER PEOPLE-
20 MUSICAL NUMBERS
Prices: 25, 35, so, 75 and Seco
Botts on Sale Monday at 9 a. m.
Arrzerticat? shoe
SI2ir2112s Parlor
For Ladies and Gentlemen.
White People Only.
426 Broadway, at Brunswick Pool
Rooms. All Wines s cents.
Die Ladies' and. Gents' Shoes.
BOTES- BROS,
PROPRIETORS.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
_J
wm practia in all muerte at Lob
tacky and 11111nole,
•
uee
• ,
Gift Catificates
help you sensibly to decide "what to give." You buy the
beautifully engr..ved Certificate and present it as a
The person receiving it may come in at her convenience,
be fitted with just the style and size which best suits her
and exchange the Certificate (see below) for the shoes.
What can give a woman
perfectly 
pleasure than
fitted stylish boots?
And what can be more stylish
thanthe shoe that sets the style? OP
“Queen Quality" boots comae
in all leathers—for
dress, for street, for
skating, for all other
services. Let your
choice be a sensible
one; “Queen Quality"
Gift Certificates.
11'$3.50 et $3.00
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.,
219-333 BROADWAY
''.• Dia
ad
flsanh
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For Books and Christmas Gifs
GO TO
HARBOUR'S BOOK OEPARTM'T
WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GIVE OUR PRICES IN DETAIL, BUT
WE ARE NOT TOO BUSY TO SHOW YOU THE LOWEST PRICES,
EVER MADE ON DESIRABLE HOLIDAY GOODS, SUCH AS
DOLLS. FINE CHINAWARE, COME AND BRUSH 9ETS, BOOKS
AND BIBLES, BEAUTIFUL PICTURES, LAMPS, MILITARY
BRUSHES, SMOKERS' SETS, ETC, ETC.
WE SELL EVERYTHING AT CUT PRICES.
watt,
•
-re
We have a wide range of novel creations
and beautiful designs in chains and fobs.
The workmanship is of the very best, the
designs unique and the wearing qualities ex-
cellent.
Come in and look them over, even though
you do not intend to purchase.
Christmas hilts
Beautiful. Useiul. Lasting.
NOW ON DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOWS AND SHOW CASEY.
CALL AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS NOW — LATER
COMES THE RUSH. OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS WHO
HAVE NOT RECEIVED OUR NEW CATALOGUE — PLEASE
WRITE AT ONCE—MAILED FREE
Special Attention Given to Mail Orders.
I WORE Jeweler.
Open Evenings Until Christmas.
Why not club together and get
• the mother a nice, large carpet-
size Rug. Our prices range
from $ts.00 to $65 co
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
A pair of Portiere would in-
deed make a nice gift. We have
some twenty pairs of nil sam-
ples to sell rather than return
them New patterns at about
one-third less than regular
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Chicago Round Trip $q.
Over Pennsylvania Lines
To Famous Live Stock Show.
Excursion tickets sold December
16, 17, 18 and 19, for parlor car and
library cafe car train leaving Louis..
ville at 8:20 a. in. daily, aod sleeping
car train leaving Louisville at 11:t5 p.
ni. daily. Complete iniwernatem may
bc ascertained from C. H. Hagerty,,District Passenger Agent, Louisville;
Ky.
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